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Our innd Year

Schultz Reports Slight
Increase In Enrollment
A slight increase in the
enrollment in the Murray City
Schools for the current school
year has been reported by Fred
Schultz, superintendent of the
Murray City Schools.
The figures for the enrollment
through Thursday now total 1e84,
while the enrollment at the end of
the first month of school on
September 18, 1970, last year was
1853, Schultz said.
High School
Eli Alexander, principal of the
Murray High School, now
the
meeting for sessions in
he had an
morning said
enrollment of 624 for grades nine
through twelve.
Last year the enrollment was
M. The ninth through twelfth grades are still meeting in the
building at 8th and Main Streets
until the new, air-conditioned
school is completed on Doran
Road. is completed on Doran
Road. Bus service for the high
school students will not start until
the new school is occupied.
Middle School
Robert Glin Jeffrey, serving as
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Married Sixty Years

10* Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, August 27, 1971

Country Carnival
Sets Final Night
Monday At Kenlake
performance of
The final
Kentucky's Western Country
Carnival will be held Monday
night at the Kenlake Am.
phitheater with a special treat
"Goober", Kentucky's favorite
nut, will be the special guest star
for the final performance.
The weekly country music
show will end a successful
summer run this Monday night,a
spokesman said.
The show,staring Dink Embry,
Ross Sisk and his band, Jim
Moseley and Sherry Shepherd is
Kentucky's
by
sponsored
Western Waterland, a non-profit
tourist promotion association.
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NEW YORK (UPI)—Some
basebuilding would be construc.
tive for the stock market's
long-term prospects, according
to the Indicator Digest. It noted
that in May, 1970, after an
initial spurt, it was not until
three months later the significant portion of the uptrend got
underway.
Indicator Digest said June,
July and August 1970, essentially were base-building months,
"and that's the sort of action
the market needs most right
now." It said its Composite
Index dropped into danger
ground, for example, in the INS
and 1968 bull markets, ad
proved to be an alarm. It wet
it has seen another such
warning for this bull market
and said it should not be
dismissed despite President
Nixon's new economic proposals.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIDGER & TIOCE8 MIA

Company M of the Third Battalion 398th Regiment, 100th
Division, located in Murray, has been called to active duty as of
September 25 and when the division will report to Camp Polk, La.
New officers of the Hazel PTA are Mrs. Bruce Freeman, Mrs.
Buren Erwin, Mrs. Johnny Orr, Mrs. Carrnon Parks, and Mrs.
Gene Miller.
Dwain Taylor of Murray State College attended the Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity conference held at the University of Kansas
August 2)-24.
Danny Kemp of Murray ties with Talbert Bedwell of Hardin
for first place in the Junior Dairy Cattle Judging contest held in
Mayfield.

20 Years Ago Today
ILIEDGER & TIMIS /ILE

Hiram E. Shekell, age 56, died yesterday at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Rex Stone of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Sublett and their young son, Malcolm
El, of Murray were injured in an automobile accident near
Owensboro last night.
Miss Veronica Kolinski has joined the staff of Dr. A. H. Titworth as a dental hygienest. She is from Minneapolis, Minn.
Miss Ruth E. Cole has been promoted to Lieutenant. She is
a nurse serving with the Navy Corps at Millington,Tenn.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
-Jeremiah
Thy braise is incurable, and thy wound is grievous
311:12.
Only moral surgery can save usfrom mortal sin.
AN INTERPRETATION OF PROGRESS

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The typical liberal of 1971 faces both ways, thus
seeing the two sides to every question, which is to
say that he likes to pass out the people's money on
one side of the cashier's wicket and then run around
to the other side to accept it.
1?.

"A true liberal never takes
his own side in a question."
—Dictionary of Opinions

for early fall use," Palmer-Ball
said.
"Both Commissioner Newman
(Public Safety Commissioner
William 0. Newman)and T narno
new moorings must be built re
serious problems may result," he
added.
According to Newman, boat
1, FRANKFORT, Ky.-Parks registrations in the first six
t Commissioner S. W. Palmer-Ball months of 1971 have almost
% has moved to alleviate an acute equaled registrations in all of
shortage of boat-docking space 1970, a record year.
by requesting approval to un- "We have registered 67,014
mediately construct new boat boats through June," said
slips at five Kentucky resort Commissioner Newman, comparks.
pared to 74,336 for all of 1970."
"Due to an overwhelming Newman said he expects more
number of new boat registrations than 80,000 boats to be registered
ecorded by Public Safety in the this year.
i!rst six months of 1971, I have State parks which will receive
asked the Department of Finance immediate help are
Barren
for immediate consideration of River (50); Lake Cumberland
construction of 162 new boat slips ( 50); Rough River (25); and
at various Kentucky resort parks Kentucky Dam Village (25).

Dock Space
For Parks
tr:<.Reque
sted

WHY
IS OUR DEAL
BETTER
THAN THEIR
DEAL?
IT STARTS WITH
THE RIGHT CAR,
CHRYSLER ROYAL.

1"25:11
0c2-

CtOAA

at The RightPlace

or Motors
Tayl
303
Poplar St - Murray, Ky. - Phone 753-1372

Comeuppance for Creditors

Profit-taking was encouraged
on the stock market by early
signs last week of rebellion
against President Nixon's economy moves by labor leaders
and lack of agreement in
Europe and Japan on what to
do since the American dollar
was taken off gold, according to
the Argus Weekly Staff Report.
believes the
The report
program was launched under
The Almanac
favorable conditions and that
By United Press International the outlook for the stock
Today is Friday, Aug. 27, the market has been significantly
239th day of 1971.
enhanced.
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A major reason, Argus says,
phase and first quarter.
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Saturn, Venus and Mercury.
boosting domestic economic
Mars,
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profits while
activity and
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exenting downward pressures
Those born on this day are on long-term interest rates.
under the sign of Virgo.
President Lyndon Johnson
was born Aug. 27,.19021.
Brevits believes the Nixon
On this day in hisotry:
announcement has increased
In 1859 the first oil well in the optimism, and added to the fact
United States was drilled near that the economy was showing
Titusville, Pa.
signs of recovery" before it,
In 1928 the Kellogg-Briand should lead investors to consi'act to outlaw war was signed der adding to their equity
iy 15 nations in Paris.
holdings now.
In 1939 Adolf Hitler served
Brevits notes if recent history
lotice on England and France is a guide, the wage-price
, that Germany wanted Danzig freeze in Nizo,n's program
and the Polish Corridor.
should not deter a long-term
in 1963 David Fellin and stock price rise.
Henry Throne were rescued
after being trapped 14 days in a
Pa. commission is the state agency
Sheppton.
at
nine
charges with providing avenues
A thought for today: Ameri- For youth involvement in state
can frontiersman Davy Crock- government.
ett said, "I leave this rule for
The commission, organized
others when I am dead. Be
always sure you're right, and last year, consists of the state
commissioners of health, mental
then go ahead."
health, child welfare, economic
security, correction and finance,
as well as the administrator of
Kentucky
Program
the
Development Office.
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The story of the young, for the young and the
young at heart . . . HAL WALLACE present

"Red Sky At Morning"

-Marie Jarrett

COLOR

'I must kiss my favorite teacher.
'Let's seal our VOW with El kiss.
'May I kiss my newborn child/
'Kiss me goodnight, Mother
'Kiss Me goodbye and wish me luck
'Let's kiss, turn out the lights
%nd say Goodnight."
Mese are kisses to remember.

•
•

t.cs1

Understandably upset, Mrs. Olson determined to sue the store
for damages. In court, the proprietor told the judge:
"Maybe my boys did get a little
careless. I am willing to pay for
cleaning her rug. But aside from
that, she suffered no harm. After
all, she was behind in her payments."
However, the judge held him
liable not only for the rug but also
for "punitive damages"—that is,
extra damages imposed to teach
him a lesson.
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die lyrics haven't
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Paul Blair sing
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over Chicago and
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University Profaner
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RECREATION G4
1107 S. 16th St, were
held recently at the
hole score. Both win

Orioles
Eighth

The law is taking an increasingly stern view of "rough stuff"
by creditors in the repossession of
merchandise. To discourage such
tactics, most courts will award
punitive damages to the debtor,
over and above any actual harm
done.
This is especially true when the
repoKsrssor resorts to personal
violence. Thus, a court awarded
punitive damages to a housewife
after her sewing machine was re-

* ADULT DOUBLE FEATURE * *

41 •MOM
4.

WALLIS DRUG

5ct

Rated GP
both nitely at 7:45 phis Sat. 801
Matinee 2:15
•

possessed at the point of a pistol.
In another case, a furniture
dealer told a widow she could
have extra time to pay for her
purchases because she had to have
an operation. But while she was
in the hospital, he broke into her
house and decamped with the
furniture. Here,too, a court found
ample grounds for awarding
punitive damages.
Nevertheless, the law does not
frown on the basic idea of repossession. By giving the creditor a
simple and speedy remedy against
the delinquent debtor, it can keep
down the cost of credit for other
consumers.
Repeatedly, courts have found
nothing improper when a repossessor towed away a car parked
in front of a debtor's house or
even in his driveway. As one court
pointed out, the seller is merely
taking back — "without force,
threats, or even stealth"—what is
rightfully his.

Mrs. Olson was home alone
when two husky men came to her
door.
"We're from the appliance
store," they announced, "and we
are going to repossess your
stove."
Despite her protests, they
barged into the house, seized the
stove, and carried it away—leaving soot stains all over the rug.

Plans Made
For Youth
Council

Kisses to Rerneber
By
Lochie B. Hart

its our newest
and lowest-priced
—
Chrysler. Ajnd it couldn't
be more right, because now it's
clearance priced, to make it even easier
for you to move up to full-size luxury.

THE
FAMILY LAWYER

brown that
The dust was rising like a cloud from the ribbon of
monsters.
metal
shiny
the
for
way
passage
a
as
served
wind
"Would you look at that!" Dad said, observing how the
one
always seemed to be blowing toward his front porch. "Cars,
Trafafter another, all day long, and dust, dust, on everything.
about
fic's getting so thick somethings going to have to be done
speed
that road. That old road's so full of holes you can't get any
and when you do it shakes your car something terrible. Yes sir
somethings get be be done."
What ya gonna do," I asked Dad knowing that he always plans
way ahead and rarly says anything unless he has an answer
already laid out.
"I'm going to speak to the State Road Department and get that
road paved," Dad answered, believing this was the answer to all
his problem.
He did just that. He talked to the State Road Department and,
this being an election year, they said,"We'll get right on it." And
they did too. It wasn't long until a shiny black ribbon lay, like a
belt, across the green country side. All Dad's problems were
solved. No more dust.
"Would you look at that!" Dad said,as a blue streak flashed by,
roaring like a jet breaking the sound barrier. "I ain't never heard
or seen anything like it. These folks are driving like there ain't no
tomorrow and they want to stay in today as long as possible. And
the noises, I ain't never heard anything like it. Lest,when the road
was gravel you didn't hear that roar all the time. You heard a few
Disccussion at the meeting
iqueaks from the car's bouncing along, but there were no blue
centered on the method of
arealts or roars.
soliciatation of
selection and
"What ya gonna do," I asked, knowing that Dad had something
for the
members
potential
did
I
hear
but
him
direct,
me
answer
didn't
Dad
on his mind.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Plans for
mutter something about "holes" as he walked toward the new ieveloping a Governor's Council council, goals and activities of
the council, and the selection'of a
road with a pick ax on his shoulder.
3(1 Youth Opportunity got unproject which the council would
derway Saturday Aug. 14 ,with a
-Bob Little
be charged to implement.
meeting in Frankfort of the
The council is expected to be
Ay wife,
Interim
Opportunity
Youth
organized and operating by early
Nother of my children,
Planning Council.
October.
Nho are just learning to count,
The interim council consists of
being
for
blessings
Their
young people, ages 14-24, from
..oved by you. I taught
Persons between the ages of 14each of Kentucky's 15 area
('hem trust but you
24 who are interested in the
development districts.
Taught them love.
The meeting was sponsored Governor's Council on Youth
-Thomas r) Perkins and conducted by the Youth Opportunity should contact the
Opportunity Project, a division Youth Opportunity Project, 211
A the state Human Resources Washington Street, Frankfort,
ETERNAL WOMAN
Coordinating Commission. The Kentucky or call 1502) 564-6643
What are you?
Looking West;
Building nest
Strong against the cold
Fight germs and mold
Busy as the ant
Burying treasure deep
Courage, eyes weeps
Integrity, virtue. pride
Stands ever at your side
Eternal Woman
I salute you'
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EDDYVILLE, Ky. — Dd.&
ing champion Ohio County
rumbled past St. Charles, 15-8,
in one of six opening round
games of the weekend's Kentucky State Penitentiary slow
pitch invitational softball tournament.
Twelve of the 14 entered
teams saw action either SaturMURRAY, Ky. — Mary Bain
day or Sunday with one game, of Sikeston, Mo., stormed to a
between the KSP Roadrunners 36-hole 167 to pass first-day
and Goodyear of. Union City, leader Betty Vowell of Fulton
OAKS SWIM TEAM TROPHY W1NNERS..,Trophies were awardeti to members of the Oaks
Tenn., rained out.
and capture the Ladies Tri- Country Club Swim Team at a dhuser held for team members and their families at the club recently.
'That contest will be played State Golf Tournament at Oaks Winners are, left to right, Jay Pitman and Brad Boone, tie for fourth place; Emily Gore and Pam
Saturday prior to the first quar- Country Club Wednesday.
Johnson, most improved swimmers; Kay Adams,third place; Robyn Ray,second place; and Martha
terfinal encounter. Then the
The Missourian bested Mrs. Lyle Pitman, first place. The award for most points squired by a single swimmer was won by
will
semifinals and championship
Vowell by three strokes in this Martha Lyle Pitman.
RECREATION GOLF W1NNERS..Teekla Farrell, 1100 Westgate Drive, left and Dyanne Dowdy,
take place Sunday.
last of three summer tourneys
Staff Photo By David Hill
1107 S. llith St, were the winners in the Murray Recreation Association's women's golf tournament
Pachicah's Hugg the Druggist Involving ladies from Kenheld recently at the Oaks Country Club. Mrs. Farell posted the low score and Mrs. Dowdy had the low
District
the
of
champions
club,
tucky, Illinois and Missouri.
hole score. Both women received twofree dinners compliments of Captain's Kitchen.
ASA Softball Tournament, was The winning total was 19 over
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
trounced Sunday by the McHen- par.
ry (Tenn.) independents, 23-3.
Paducahans Dot Simmons and
Other opening round scores Rosie Atkins took first and secwere:
ond flight honors, respectively,
Pritchett (Dexter) 12, KSP Fulton's Alberta Green was
Coyotes 9; Hopkinsville Commu- tops in the third flight and Bobnity College 16, Calvert City Jay- bie Davis of Calvert City won
cent of the gross revenue the end of the year.
By BILL MADDEN
cees 9; Central City Eagles 14, in the fourth flight.
from ticket sales. As for the 48-year old Yankee
obtained
UPI Sports Writer
Hopkinsville Second Baptist
The top five finishers In each
Concessions, not including park- Stadium, which the city had
NEW
YORK
took
(UPI)—It
a
3;
Church
night won prizes of assorted silhappening with this team."
By STEVE WILSTE1N
had the day off.
Ohio County Eagles 15, St. ver pieces, which were award- politician (Gov. William T. ing, will be split 50-50 between tentatively planned to purchase
.
Blair was not terribly con- The Red Sox ended a not-sothe Giants and the Authority. and renovate at a cost of
Produce
are
Don's
8;
Charles
The Baltimore Orioles
ed after the concluding round. Cahill) to carry the ball atidtan
batting
his
about
cerned
assist from a couple of former In addition, the lease calls for $24,000,000 in order to keep the
Singing in the rain again and miseries hurting the Orioles' good-thing when Reggie Smith (Evansville, Ind.) 3, WRECC of
The top ftve in each flight:
of 25,000 Giants and Yankees in New
in Bowling Green 1.
rival owners (Wellington Mara the construction
the lyrics haven't changed. pennant drive. "Yes, I'm in a crashed a three-run homer
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT — Mary
spaces York, it now appears a re400
Culp
and
Ray
spaces
and
parking
inning
Betty
Vowle;
Rain.
Sikeston,
Mo..
fifth
the
and
Sonny
hot.
but
Werblin)
the
When you're hot, you're
elL Fulton, 170) Jane Ann Nall, Mayslump right now but fortunately
field; Mary Jane Harris, Paducah; New
York Giants will be for buses from which the evaluation will be made.
Paul Blair singled home we've got guys on this team shut out the Royals on six hits
Sandra Myriads. Murray Oaks.
all City Council President Sancollect
will
Authority
to give the Bosox their only
FIRST FLIGHT — Dot Simmons, playing football in New Jersey
Mark Belanger with the winwho can pick people up. Don victory in 12 meetings with
Paducah; Mary Anderson, Metropo- by
revenues.
ford Garelick hinted strongly
inning
1975.
'eighth
ning run in the
lis, Ill.; Laura Parker, Murray OW:
Buford struck out five times Kansas City this year.
Cahill, who admitted direct that unless New York was able
Arlene Meredith. Paducah; Vergie
Thursday night and the the
Wilson. Paducah.
tonight, but he's still hitting
Before a jam-packed press train service to the new facility to attract another pro football
If Boston would have lost, it
SECOND FLIGHT — Rosie Atkins.
Orioles watched as a heavy
United Press International Paducah,
Murrelle Walker. Murray
.2193 for us and here I am would have equalled an all-time By
Thursday, Cahill, was still uncertain, emphasized team, the plans to renovate the
conference
two
Calloway
CowlLatimer.
away
Judy
Oaks
League
American
downpour washed
my neck to hit .240." record which, ironically, is held
breaking
try Club; Mantas Miller. Paducah; governor of New Jersey, Mara, the
Giants were not really stadium would not be feasible.
EAST
115ade Caldwell, Murray Oaks.
White Sox runs in the ninth to
After the two ninth inning by the Royals, who lost 12
THIRD FLIGHT — Alberta Green
president of the Giants and leaving New York.
"It certainly is not feasible
PCT.
GB
L
W.
give Baltimore an 8-7 victory
IlIartield)
Stratton.
Fuiton; Joyce
runs, one on a pinch-hit homer straight to the Orioles 'last
Werblin, the former president
Hines. Paducah; Janie Albritnow with only one team,"
79 45 .637 000 Freda
Baltimore
over Chicago and its eighth
close
to
be
as
will
just
"They
May.
Helen
Glover.
Mayfield;
ton.
another
and
Andrews
by Mike
Jets and now
year.
field (won by draw over Dot Reeves. of the New York
69 59 .539 12
triurnp in the last nine games.
Detroit
all the outlying suburbs as they Garelick said. "Shea Stadium
Paducah).
in a single by Carlos May that
president of the New Jersey
FOURTH FLIGHT — Debbie Davis.
68 62 .523 14
Boston
It was the third time this scored Bill Melton, who had
were at Yankee Stadium," the alone costs the city $300,000 a
Calvert City; Teal Pierer, Paducah; Sports Authority, announced
UhLaenTed
and
Fosse
Ray
year." Shea Stadium houses
worked
has
17
.500
rain
65
the
that
65
York
season
Jane Cowan, Celewt---CIty; Darlene
'governor said.
ioubled, the game was held up der drove in three runs each New
that the Giants will
Brewer. Murray Oakes Sue OUlleple, jointly
both the football Jets and the
73
55
26
.430
in
prepared
Washington
a
in the Orioles' favor. On July
Lindsay,
But
Iva
over
draw
Calvert
kw
City
Oven
for one hour and n minutes and Roy Foster belted his
move into a new 75,000 seat
Nell Mitchell. Callerwey CC).
baseball Mets.
.395
78
51
2
1
/
30
not
was
Cleveland
30, a shower gave Jim Palmer
Hall,
City
from
release
before the decision was made fourth homer in five games as
stadium to be constructed in
It was noted with interest
West
a five-inning victory against
buying Cahill's claim.
call it.
West
to
Brewthe Hackensack, N.J. meadowthe
bombed
Indians
the
that Werblin, as president of
Aug.
W. L. PCT. GB
Kansas City and then on
Corpordirecting
am
"I
today
W. L. Pct. GB lands.
82 47 .636 000
Oakland
4 1, a rainstorm kept the Orioles Belanger, who had two ers after being behind 4-0.
ation Counsel to initiate the then fledgling Jets of the
76 55 .580
Fran
New York City -officials,
League,
American football
2 San
/
Kansas City 67 61 .523 141
from losing to the Royals when, singles and a triple, walked
2 headed by Mayor. John V. proceedings to restrict the right posed the first serious chal1
69 61 .531 6/
Los Angeles
Larry Bittner singled in Toby
62 67 .481 20
call
ChiCago
to
themselves
trailing 2-0 with two out in the leading off the eighth and was
Giants
the
of
2 Lindsay, who called the Giant
/
68 66 .507 91
Harrah with the tie-breaker and
lenge to the superiority of
61 70 .466 22 Atlanta
California
bottom of the fifth, the game sacrificed to second, one out
2 management,"callous,selfish by the name of the city they Mara's giants in New York.
/
65 67 .492 111
later, Blair singled scoring then the Senators rallied for Minnesota
57 70 .449 24 Cincinnati
the
leave,"
to
was called.
chosen
have
2 and ungrateful," were bitter
/
63 67 .485 121
four runs in the ninth for the
The former show business
54 73 .425 29 Houston
Blair, who was happy to see Belanger.
Milwaukee
82 .374 27 over the announcement and the mayor said.
With
49
California.
over
Diego
trumph
San
League
entrepreneur got the AFL off
American
other
In
his
with
oroken
he
an 0-0 slump
Results
intended
that
Mara
stated
Thursday's
and
prospects . for the city to
game-winner, offered no ex- action, Boston won its first two out, Harrah doubled
to call the team "New York and running in 1963 by signing
7 (8 ins rain-night) Thursday's Games
run. Bait 8 Chi
purchase and renovate Yankee
No Games Scheduled
planation of Baltimore's ap- game of the year against Bittner singled in the first
"now and forever." In Alabama quarterback Joe NaGiants"
Cleve 10 Maw 6 (night)
of
Stadium, current home of the
parent influence over the Kansas City, blanking the Del unser doubled and then Boston 7 Kansas City 0 (night)
involving a pro math to a then unheard
Yankees, a similar case
baseball
and
next
the
walked
Giants
Fisher
Eddie
bonus.
$400,000
Pitchers
overpow7-0,
Cleveland
Royals
Probable
Today's
!weather.
football team, the Boston
Wash 8 Calif 3 (night)
Mara, in
12-9) at appear clouded.
"When you're going good like ered Milwaukee 10-6, Washing- two batters. Reliever Dave
Atlanta (Reed
Patriots changed their name to Unfortunately for
(only games scheduled)
•-•
when
time
a
comes
Tom
walked
then
"There
partnership with
Chicago (pappas 15-4).
we are, it seems you get all the ton overhauled California 8-3 LaRoche
Patriots after the new
England
New
and
family must move into
be any
breaks," he said. "I don't know with five runs in the ninth McCraw to force in Unser
San Diego (Roberts 11-13) at every
moving to nearby Foxboro, Werblin, there will not
Today's Probable Pitchers
the
in
singled
house and get away
Randle
Lenny
own
its
Namaths included in the lease.
night.
.why it works out that way, but inning.
season.
1971
the
for
Mass.
Washington (Gogoiewski 3-2) Montreal (McAnally 6-9),
from the In-laws," Mara said.
it keeps All National League teams final two tallies.
long
as
SO
JUSI
at Oakland (Odom 64), night. Los Angeles (Osteen 12-8) at
have had a wonderful Funds for the nevi. `Giants
"We
night.
14-8),
(Seaver
Boston (Moret 0-2) at Califor- New York
with the Yankees Stadium, which will eventually
relationship
nia (Messersrnith 13-12), night. San Francisco A Cumberland
of New York but be part of a huge sports
City
the
and
New York (Batmen 10-0) at 7-2) at Philadelphia (Fryman 0this move will be complex in the meadowlands,
believe
we
night.
Kansas City (Hedlund 11-6), 4),
a benefit to all will come from revenue bonds
Cincinnati (Simpson 3-5) at even more of
night.
which can not be issued until
Yorkers."
New
Chicago (Bradley 13-11) at St. Louis (Reuss 12-12), night.
30a
matters concerning the
signed
have
legal
Pittsburgh (Ellis 17-7) at The Giants
Detroit 1Coleman 134), night.
the New Jersey complex's thoroughbred racewith
lease
year
-12),
6
(Billingham
Minnesota (Blyleven 10-15) at Houston
he said
Phone 753-9999
Sports Authority and will pay track are cleared up. Cahill
By PETER SPUDICH
Nelsen as the Browns No. 1 ready," he said. But
Cleveland (Dunning 8-11), night. night.
a
great
Phipps
become
"should
annual rental fee of 15 per said that would probably be at
an
CLEVELAND (UPI) —Cleve- signal-caller.
and
Milwaukee (Pattin 11-13
land coach Nick Skorich said ‘"He has all the equipment, one for us."
Slaton 8-5) at Baltimore (Mc-*
earlier this summer "this team all he needs is the experience, The Browns fell to a 7-7 Nally 15-4 and Leonard 2-0), 2
needs to get into a winning and we are going to see that he record last season, their worst twi-night.
habit" then handed the football gets that," said Skorich. "He'll in history and Skorich does not
want to see a repeat perforto second-year quarterback
Satarday's Games
Mike Phipps and told the
But if he doesn't, Nelsen will mance this season.
at Oakland
Washington
former Purdue All-American he be waiting in the wings. Nelson "We must win and I intend to Chicago at Detroit
would be given every chance to has been troubled by chronic win," said Skorich.
Minnesota at Celve
guide the Browns back to the knee trouble over the past three Skorich said there were Boston at Calif, night.
pinnacle of professional foot- years and Skorich does not several reasons for the Browns'
New York at Kan City, night
ball.
think he could make it through decline last year including Milw at Haiti, night.
Skorich, who was named late the 14-game regular season injuries to running back Leroy
Kelly, wide reciever Gary
last year to replace Blanton without being re-injured.
and Nelsen and poor
Collins
Collier who retired, said Phipps
Nadine! League
Nelsen said "it's tough"
would start every exhibition staying on the sidelines. physical conditioning on the
Ent
game in hopes that he could "There's nothing I can do about part of some other players.
W. L Pct. GB
replace wobbly-kneed Bill It though, except to stay "I believe in a lot of Pittsburgh.
77 55 .583
aggressive
physical
work," St. Louis
71 59 .546 5
Skorich said. "I intend to Chicago
69 59 539 6
practice longer and tougher and New York
63 64 19611½
it will carry into the season. Philadelphia
56 72 438 19
This will be a physical team." Montreal
54 73 425 20%
Besides Phipps, emother rookie almost sure to make the
Dick Schafrath at tackles;
starting lineup is corner back
Gene Hickerson and John
Clarence Scott, the Browns' toc
DeMarie at guards and Fred
draft choice from Kansas State.
Hoaglin at center.
Scott was moved in ahead ol
The defensive line 1,4.
veteran Eich Barnes during
All camp sites have grills and tables.
Jack Gregory and Joe I rkey)
the exhibition season.
Jones at end, Jerry She: g and
R-V sites have water, electric and sewerage.
"He has all the moves to be a
Walter Johnson at tackles and
great
one,"
said
defensive
hookups available, hot showers, flush toilets,
is expected to be one of the
backfield coordinator Richie
toughest in the Americar
McCabe. "He has the speed and
sanitary stations, grocery, air-conditioned
Football Conference.
quick hands."
the
"If there Is one area ,if rx
recreation room with games.
The Browns are loaded with
great concern," said Sic.T,ch
Of course, you can't reach the speed of
And the bodywork is the handiwork of
running backs and will start
Lost among flys of the world's great
"it's the defensive line."
a 515.000 Fetror, I top letl.a $16,000 lamone of Europe's oldest custom coachmakKelly and Bo Scott. "The best
sports cars is one of the world's
classic
and the
But linebacker
borghin, (top center!, 0 S9,000 Mercedesers. Kormonn of OsnobrUck.
great classic Volkswagens.
running back tandem in the
Benz (top rIght I, o 515.000 Moseroti (bat.
defensive backfield may require
o Volts.
Ghia
Kormonn
the
makes
What
Adjacent to Sportsman's Lodge and Marina
Korman°
Ghia.
VW
The
league," said Skorich.
t,-,rn (enter). or o 514,003 Aston Martin
In.
go.
it
that
makes
everything
is.
wOgen
sports
some juggling.
mph
170
a
with
it
Confuse
If
you
Kelly and Scott will be
Karr-ono Gh)O (bottom
f horror" right)
takes
4-wheel
suspension_that
dependent
Jim Houston is expected to
surprised.
be
machine,,,ve wouldn't
backed up by rookie Bo Cornell,
lett
smooth
Surprisingly
a
like
racer
cruet
famous
o
of
work
the
are
linebacker
lines
The racy
start at one outside
veteran Reece Morrison, Ken
4-speed gear box t And on air-cooled ensports car designer, the Ghia studios of
and Skorich will pick from Dale
Brown, who gained 140 yards in
gine that gets up to 26 mpg.
Turin, Italy. Garlington. and
Lindsay,
John
seven carries in one bill scale
Bob Matheson for the other two
scrimmage in training camp
and Steve Engle who had been linebacking positions.
Highway 68
Ben Davis will team up with
injured.
icott at cornerback with Mike
at Jonathan Creek on Kentucky Lake
Collins will be back at wid( %well
returning at free safety
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-11850
receiver.
Ind Fred Summers or Ernie
Phone: (502) 354-8493
Milt Morin will return at
Open Mon. thru Sat 730 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
<ellerman at the other safety
tight end with Bob McKay and

IVIissourian
Champ In
Tri-State

New York To Play In
New Jersey By 1975

Orioles Slip By White Sox;
Eighth Win Out Of Last Nine

It
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KSP Softball Tourney
Title Game Is Sunday

aol.
lure
told
her

lave

KR

Baseball
Standings

MURRAY
MUFFLER

Phipps May Be Calling
Signals For Cleveland

1

SERVICE

Have You Seen the New . . .

SPORTSMAN'S
CAMPGROUND

Can you spot he Volkswagen?

LARGE SWIMMING POOL

Sportsman's
Campground

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.

4
•
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coffee,
entrance foyer, holding a lighted gloves, brown peau de sole shoes rolls, and butter, tea,
was
cream
a
and
bag,
brown
ice
clutch
with
and
pie
411.11
cake.
?SS
wr
1911
pecan
cathedral
pare 733
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
I
velvet petal headpiece. Two served to the twenty-eight guests
1
I
Miss Patsy Ann Fitts and Miss yellow orchids pinned at her present.
Friday, August 27
held
1
tables
I
Sandra Garland, cousins of the shoulder completed her en- The three
County
Murray-Calloway
The
1
arrangements of yellow and
Wilftne‘ro4/g/
i
bride, stood inside the foyer semble.
Senior Citizens Club will meet at
breath,
mother,
baby's
I
groom's
Mrs.
The
I
white daisies,
holding white wicker baskets
the First United Methodist
Ir.
adorned with yellow satin bows Rogers, was attired in a lovely fern, and greenery.
at five pin. to go in cars
Church
Miss Garland and Mr. Rogers
and streamers filled with wed- pink sheath frock with blending
to see "Rameses" at the Kenlake
attheir
was
corsage
to
two
Her
gifts
accessories.
presented
Jing scrolls tied with gold cord
Amphitheatre. Each one is to
tendants,
which they handed to the guest white orchids.
bring a sack lunch and the group
Mrs. Rhonda Fitts, grandas they entered. They each wore
eat at the park pavilion
will
Prenuptial Events
mother of the bride, chose a
2arnation corsages.
before attending the play.
Miss
wedding
her
orange
polyester
brink
Before
dress
Bride's Dress
honored at a
Escorted to the altar by her with matching floral headpiece. Garland was
The Wranglers Riding Club will
parties.
prenuptial
of
number
a
was
cymgreen
corsage
Her
father who gave her in marriage,
ride starting at seven p.m. with a
Mrs.
honor,
of
matron
Her
Miss Garland was a vision of bidiurn orchid.
special event being the Porn
Steve Sexton complimented her
Reception
radiant beauty wearing a
Express.
8.
July
shower on
traditional floor length gown of Immediately following the with a personal
breakbridal
a
for
Hostesses
bride's
the
parents
delicate ivory organza in an "A" ceremony
Saturday, August tit
were hosts for the reception held fast at the Holiday Inn on July 9
line silhouette.
for the Park League
buses
The
were Mesdames Cecil Fitts,
The bodice, elegantly ap- at the club house.
ballplayers will leave the Park
Champion,
Bill
Garland,
James
was
table
covered
pliqued with re-embroidered The bride's
League field at eleven a.im to go
with with an ivory peau de sole floor Thomas Lovett, all aunts of the
alencon lace encrusted
the St. Louis baseball game.
to
King,
Steele, Oury
pearls and sparkling crystals, length cloth draped with swags bride, Earl
Each child is to furnish money for
Flora.
D.
L.
and
with
sculptured
double
garlanded
and
was created with
his own eats and drinks. Wayne
tea was held at the
scoop neck, long pointed sleeves, strands of pearls. White A lovely
Wilson is president of the league.
on
Club
House
paneled with jewelled lace, and glamelias were placed at each Murray Woman's
being
hostesses
the
with
Ilth
July
table.
the
of
corner
raised waistline. The long sleeves
The annual Molokia Luau will
Cohoon,
and back of the dress was The large silver punch bowl Mesdames Vernon
held for the adults of the
be
L.
W.
James,
fastened with tiny self-covered was placed at one end of the long Harvey Ellis, Rubin
Calloway County Country Club
Conrad
Lassiter,
R.
James
Polly.
white
tiered
six
the
and
buttons. Matching lace continued table
with the catered dinner at 6:30
Hassell Kuykendall,
into the sides of the slender skirt wedding cake topped with three H. Jones,
p.m.
and the dancing starting at
Gordon
Crouse,
Bill
designed with deep lace en- white satin bells was at the other Rob Ray,
nine p.m. with the Top Five
J. D.
Mitchell,
Phillip
Moody,
end.
circling the hemline.
furnishing the music. ReserMurphy, B. C. Allbritten, and J.
Held by jewelled medallions, Centering the table was a large
vations should be made by
W. Wilham.
her veil of gossamer ivory silver wine cooler filled with
Friday noon, August 27, by
Hugo Wilson and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
greenery
and
roses
yellow
illusion bordered with recalling Mrs..Clegg Austin at 753their daughter, Donna, enembroidered Alencon lace, flanked by seven branched silver
in
or Mrs. Bob Billington at 753dinner
J455
buffet
a
with
tertained
drifted in dramatic beauty from candelabra holding burning
lovely
their
at
1799.
17
July
Louisville
with
garlanded
tapers
white
dress,
an open crown bridal head
Miss Dianne Hornsby
some.
forming a mantilla train and strands of pearls and ivy. Silver
Mrs.
of
home
tea The beautiful
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Hornsby of Murray announce the
completing a picture of un- trays held an assortment of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Garland
sandwiches and silver compotes Eugene Diamont was the scene of engagement of their daughter, Dianne, to Ronald Wayne Smith,
derstated elegancy.
with
July
23
held
shower
linen
Kirksey Route Two and Mrs.
a
mixed
and
mints
of Mrs. Opal McCage Smith of Murray and G. C. Smith of of
son
She carried an exquisite held yellow
Diamont, Mrs. Freddy
(Charlotte) Allbritten of
Mrs.
Joe
nuts.
white
containing
Arizona.
mintilla bouquet
Mrs. Jack Shell as
and
have retuned home after
Hendon,
Murray
dear
a
Moody,
Gordon
Mrs.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Murray High School. She is
butterfly roses, yellow roses and
a visit with their brother-in-law
and her hostesses.
presently employed by Rudy's Restaurant.
tube roses adorned with Italian friend of the bride,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers
Mr. Smith is a 1969 graduate of Murray High School and at- and sister,
pearl beads. The bride also wore mother made the punch, mints,
bide-elect and
Ashton, W. V. Mr.
the
of
Hughes
entertained
L.
sandwiches.
and
tended Murray State University.
something old, something new,
Hughes is critically ill suffering
the family with a dinner party
time.
this
at
incomplete
something borrowed, something Mrs. Thomas Lovett and Mrs.
are
plans
Wedding
from cancer.
Sunday evening, July 18.
blue and a sixpence in her shoe. Cecil Fitts presided at the table
Mrs. Steve
Draeger,
John
Mrs.
mints, and nuts were serve(
James
Mrs.
cake.
the
served
and
Mrs.
mother,
her
Ross
Odle, and
Miss Rhonda Jane Garland
Broach,
dining room
Larry
Mrs.
and
Wright,
Ray
Rob
Mrs.
and
Garland
mother-in-law, Mrs. Opal Smith, buffet style from the
sister of the bride, was maid of
Mrs. were the charming hostesses for'
table overlaid with a gold cloth
were present for the event.
honor. Mrs. Steve Sexton was served the fruit punch.
floral
and Mrs. a kitchen shower in Louisville on
Games were played and the and centered with a lovely
matron of honor with Mrs. Dan Lovett, Mrs. Fitts,
burning
by
flanked
28.
bride.
July
arrangement
the
of
aunts
are
Garland
honoee opened her many ,gifts
Boaz and Miss Kathy Rayburn as
of yellow Mr. and Mrs. James F. Rogers
from the table centered with a tapers.
bridesmaids. Mrs. Boaz and They all wore corsages
Mrs. Leo F. Rogers
in
home
thier
held open house at
large candle in a special holder
Miss Rayburn are sorority sisters and white carnations.
persons were,
Thirty-five
The wedding vows of Miss tapers flanked the fireplace. The
Close friends assisting at the Covington on July 29 to introduce
Mrs. Jerry L. Smith, the for- Refreshments of Cokes, cakes, present or sent gifts.
the bride.
of
.
daughter-in-law
Pamela Kaye Garland and Leo F. mantle held an arrangement of
future
their
Polly,
L.
W.
Mrs.
mer Mary Beth Odle, was the
The attendants wore identical reception were
Rogers were exchanged in a eleven burning white cathedral
Cohoon, Mrs. Mrs. L. W. Patterson and Mrs. honoree at a delightfully planned
floor length yellow crepe gowns Mrs. Vernon
beautiful candlelight ceremony candles arranged in a pyramid,
Billy Dan Crouse hosted a swim household shower held at the
fashioned with empire waist band James Lassiter, Mrs. Hassell
on Saturday lovely home of Mrs. Don Curd in
Saturday evening, August 21, at banked with jade, interspersed
with pale green, Kuykendall, and Mrs. Phillip party at Kenlake
nbroidered
seven-thirty o'clock in the with white mums and white
July 31.
afternoon,
Mitchell.
Canterbury Estates on Tuesday,
design,
yellow
and
3lue, pink
evening at the Murray Woman's gladioli.
A bridesmaid brunch was given August 17, at seven-thirty o'clock
long organza sleeves banded at Young fanies included Mrs.
Club House.
rc Hayes, cousin of the bride, at the home of Mrs. Jimmy Rick- in the evening.
Phone 753-9909
The center aisle was marked he wrist and short standup collar
The bride is the eldest
. Glenn Nanny and Miss Pam man with Mrs. Joe Pat Ward and The gracious hostesses for the
the
to
identical
miniature
satin
mibroidered
white
twelve
by
assisting
Waterfield
diughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Walter
occasion were Mrs. Curd, Mrs.
bows and streamers. These were waist band. Their headpieces ssiter, both sorority sisters of
Esirie Garland of 316 South 9th
her on Saturday morning, July Barry Bybee, Mrs. Al Parker,
either side of the long were matching sheer picture hats iss Garland.
on
placed
Street, Murray, and the grandthe
Miss Jimmy Bucy, Mrs. Johnny
white aisle carpet. The pews for with multicolor velvet streamers Miss Amy Lovett, cousin ofrice
daughter of Mrs. Noble Fitts and
yellow
Miss Garland and her mother, Kelso, and Mrs.-Stoania Hopkins.
of the bride and round the crowti _and flow- bride, passed out
he
mothers
entertained
Ole late Mr. Fitts and Mr. and
S to 'the guests during the Mrs. Eurie Garland,
The recent bride wore for the
groom were marked with yellow 'own the back. Their shoes were
Mrs. John J Garland.
ption. All ladies Assisting with an open house August 7 to occasioria navy and tan hot pant
wrapped posts holding iyed to match their gowns.
tin
The groom is the only son of
an opportunity suit
and
was
presented
candles surrounded
From a tradition of the South, • ore sprays of tube roses with give their friends
gllr. and Mrs. James Frank cathedral
many lovely gifts Miss a hostesses' gift corsage. Her
the
see
to
bells
attached.
silver
wedding
a
mums
unique
carried
miniature
he bridesmaids
yellow
ivy,
'with
iltogers of 215 East leth Street,
bouquet which Albert Dodd,Steve Sexton, and Garland received.
and yellow satin streamers.
2andlelighting
Covington, and the grandson of
the ceremony the was composed of yellow roses, Larry Garland made pictures of
Preceding
Mr. and Mrs. Win Rogers and
twin brothers, Johnnie oaby breath, and baker's fern, e wedding and reception.
lbs. Fred Rhinevault and the 'de's
Buffet Dinner
Ronnie Garland, lighted the with yellow streamers tied in
nd
bte Mr. Rhinevault.
which illuminated the, love knots surrounding a lighted Judge Robert 0. Miller and
candles
: Judge Robert 0. Miller, a
It's important to know
Mrs. Miller were the gracious
taper.
pressive service.
how you can substitute one
Sieighbor and close friend of the
a
for
delightful
hostess
and
host
were
they
guests arrived
Stephen Wright of Louisville
ingredient for another. If
lOride and her family, performed As the
vited to sign the register in the served Mr. Rogers as best man. buffet dinner at their charming
you need one cup cake
Ifie double ring ceremony.
foyer by Miss Regina The groomsmen and ushers were home,"Mason Manor",after the flour for baking—and do
A program of nuptial music trance
vett, cousin of the bride. The John Draeger, Larry Brock, and reception for all members of the
not have any cake flour—
was presented by Mrs. R. W.
table was covered with a Kevin McGann, all fraternity bridal party, out of town guests,
register
you may use seven-eights
Farrell. Mrs. David Berry,
and parents of the bride and
peau de sole floor length
others of Mr. Rogers.
cup of all-purpose flour as
Soloist sang "One Hand One Iwbite
Ronnie Garland escorted his groom.
loth with white satin bows
your substitute. This substiYou
Truly".
Love
"I
and
Reart",
tution will not give the delwith yellow rose buds grandmother, Mrs. Fitts, and Places were set for thirty-four
Icentered
marehas
The traditional wedding
Lovely summer floral
texture cake flour
persons.
An
corner.
icate
each
his
from
Garland
Ronnie
escorted
.cascading
were played for the bride's
arrangements from Mrs. MffTer's
gives which is important in
roses,
tube
of
Mrs.
Garland.
mother,
arrangement
processional and recessional.
fine rakes
buds , fern and small The men in the wedding party garden, were placed at vantage
The vows were exchanged in yellow rose
points throughout the house.
silver
a
in
bells
Edwardian
Grey
all
wore
satin
white
front of the large stone fireplace
Wedding Trip
container adorned the table tuxedoes.
INVITES YOU TO AN
in the main auditorium of the
held the bride's book and Mrs. Garland, mother of the Following the dinner the bridal
"which
Onions.
Spanish
Sweet
of
an
assembly
clubhouse before
wedding
Florida
a
for
left
couple
Lovett
Miss
bride, selected for her daughter's
'white feathered pen.
the gentle giants from Idafriends and relatives. A suma purple paisley dress with wedding a pale beige dress of trip with the bride wearing a two
ho and °region. deserve
arrangement 'wore
tiertirne altar
peau de sole fashioned with a piece double knit dress featuring
is white carnation corsage.
special care Store them in
featuring white gladioli, white
Chantilly brown lace short jacket a flared skirt of gold,orange, and
a loosely woven bag, a baspums and jade attached to four
brass candelabra stood on banded with a brown velvet band brown shades with matching
Tall
ket or n--crate so there will
ered seven branched canaccessories. Pinned at her
in, the and bow. She wore beige kid
be kooZ air circulation:
pielabra noiding burning white either side of the arch
shoulder were yellow and white
keep them in a cod, dark,
roses from her bridal bouquet. dry. well-ventilated place
Once the onion is cut. keep
Out of town guests for the
wedding were Dr. and Mrs. it in a plastic hag in the
Kareem Minhas, Mr. and Mrs. refrigerator.
John Draeger, Mr. and Mrs
Stephen Wright, Mr. and Mrs
Larry Brock, Kevin McGann, and
Mrs. Dianne Gilliam, all of
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. 0. J.
Grogan, Erin, Tenn.: Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Guzzy, Metropolis,
ill.; Miss Marilyn Moyer, Justin,
California; Mrs. Bob Hodges,
REFRESHMENTS
DOOR PRIZES
Center Lane, Mich.; Mrs. Geln
Nanny, Hopkinsville; Mr and
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
COURT SQUARE
Mrs. Bobby McDougal and
laughter, Linda, Benton; Mr
and Mrs. Ronald Danner,
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. James
Rogers, Covington.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Rogers
will be at 276 Stoke on Trent,
Jeffersontown, Ky., 40299 after
September 3. Mrs. Rogers will be
teaching at Jeffersontovm High
School and Mr. Rogers will begir
his third year at the University oi
Louisville School of Medicine
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Hornsby-Smith Engagement

i

Miss Pamela Kaye Garland Becomes Bride
Of Leo F. Rogers In Lovely Candlelight
Ceremony At Murray Woman's Club House

Mir

MONDAY, AU
4:30 MISTEROG
BORHOOD.
5:00 SESAME !
For children. (C
6:00 MISTEROG
BORHOOD. (R)
6:30 FOLK Gl
Laura teaches
ing on the banic
chord of F wi
"Jesse James."
for the guita
War."
7:00 KNOW YOU
Ralph and Tern
date bottles an
by the lip, mo
closure, and by
7:30 THE FRI
I,
Brochettes,
Skewers. (C) (F
II:00 WORLD PA
9:00 MASTERPII
—The First Ch
of Strength. (C)
10:00 BOOK BE
10:30 PANMED
professionals o
TUESDAY, Al
4:30 MISTEROC
BOR HOOD.
5:00 SESAME I
For children. (C
6:00 MISTEROG
BORHOOD.(R)
6:30 MAKING Ti
Gesneriads.
African Violet
7:00 OESIGNII
The Inside Sto
ing a simple
. . . final fitti
(C)
7:30 BOOK BU
8:00 PERSPECT
LENCE: John
chairman of
Urban Coalition
the urban cri!
lence. (C)
9:00 THIRTY MI
. . . (Cl
9:30 ARTISTS I
Jerry McNeeley.
Jerry McNeeley

Mrs. Jerry Smith
Honoree At Shower
At The Curd Home

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT

CHIROPRACTOR
Invites the public to an
Open House at his office
903 Sycamore
August 29, 1971
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Substitution

Take care

INFORMAL MODELING
NEW FALL FASHIONS
SUNDAY, AUGUST 29th
2:00 - 5:00.P. M.

Is Happy To Introduce
The NEW 14-Piece

Charlie James

anCOME WAft

Orchestra

\it41.1/./5.cl"

and Featuring Vocalist
Cathy Farrell Berry
In The Entertainment Center

Charlie James

Saturday, August 28th

musicians is
The background and experience of these professional
to he found.
largest
the
perhaps
is
repertoire
their
extensive and
college level in
Each member has received formal education at
music.

* Coming Sept. 18 . .. Vaughn Monroe!! *

Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. James F'rank
Lagers, parents of the groom,
vere hosts for the rehearsal
!inner held on Friday evening.
Sugust 20, at eight o'clock at the
Hurray Woman's Club house.
A delicious meal consisting of
fruit cup, tossed salad, roast
beef, stuffed baked potatoes,
green beans candied apples, hot

THE WORLD
IS YOURS.../F
YOU KNOW THE
RIGHT PEOPLE...

ii

t
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1,

Wherever you move the Welcome
wagon hostess is the right person to
help you find a place in your new
community
Gin

Linda Adams
753-2378
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WKAS Ch 25
Madisonville
WKGB Ch 53
Morehead
Murray Mayfield
WCVN Ch 54
WKZT Ch 23
Owenton
WKHA Ch 35
Pikeville
WKLE Ch 46
Somerset
Louisville WKK4.1 Ch 68

WKMA
WKMR
WKMU
WKON
WKPI
WKSO

Sunday
School
Lesson

Ch. 35
Ch 38
Ch 21
Ch. 52
Ch. 22
Ch. 29

ICilt,1( H IAIA TPLPVIIII)N
ALL TIMES ARE
EASTERN DAYLIGHT

MONDAY, AUGUST 30
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
5:00 SESAME STREET *195.
For children. (C)
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
Laura teaches melody playing on the banjo and the new
chord of F with the song
"Jesse James." A new song
for the guitarists, "Cruel
War."
7:00 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES:
Ralph and Terry show how to
date bottles and mason jars
by the lip, mold marks, the
Closure, and by the base.
7:30 THE FRENCH CHEF:
and
Kebabs
Brochettes.
Skewers. (C) (R)
1:00 WORLD PRESS. (C)
9:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
—The First Churchills: Trial
of Strength. (C)
10:00 BOOK BEAT
10:30 PANMED. For health
professionals only

it will begin giving examinations Sept. 1 to young
men v. ho turn 20 next year
and have lottery numbers
It also said it was now
giving examinations to
young men who had their
20th birthdays this year
and have lottery numbers'
of 125 to 175.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 1

A SPOKESMAN emphasized actual induction for
those who turn 20 next
year cannot begin until at
least Jan. 1 Examinations
are given early so both the
draft board and the young
men will know where they
stand.
There are no inductions
at all presently because the
Selective Service law has
expired. An extention of
the draft is tied up in Congress over an antiwar
amendment.
The Selective Service
said even young men with
Nos. 1 to 50 would not be
the first to be called next
year. It said the first to be
inducted after Jan. 1 will
be a carry-over group who
had low numbers this year
but whose deferment kept
them from induction.
Until the draft law expired June 30, Nos. 1-125
had been called. The'July
and August draft calls
numbered 8000 each.

THURSDAY, SEPT.2
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
5:00 SESAME STREET *198.
For children. (C)
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH110RHOOD. (R)
6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
7:00 MAKING THINGS GROW
(R)
7:30 EASTERN KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY PRESENTS.
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW. Four Washington
newmen discuss the week's
ewsmaking events. (C)
30 NET. PLAYHOUSE.
0:00 EVENING AT POPS:
Corky Siegel Schwail Blues
Band. (C)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 31

FRIDAY, SEPT. 3
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH
BORHOOD.
5:00 SESAME STREET *199.
For children. (C)
KEY:
(C) indicates program is in
color.
(R) indicates repeat broadcast.

•

9:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA: .;4.,1.
Jerry McNeeley. A portrait of
Jerry McNeeley's two lives;

'ere

You're Invited to the
I

l

ain
BEACH MOTEL

In the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
Beach Florida's year-round resort
• King size heated swimming pool, oceanside
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Beach"
.• Air-conditioned, heated lelephones
• Beautiful rooms apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
• New game room
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
courses
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
fishing

DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
Write today for free brochure and rates:

glum'

BEACH MOTEL

NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept_ __

'44111111114:sh.,
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else: And the people who borrow
buy stock. in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do ,Therr decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement We end up
being owned and operated by the people
service. So we
who need -- and use
know all about their special money needs
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
1
%
••••• help, medical bills, educational expenses
▪ And we know how to tailor repayment pro• *rams to their production and Income.
It 1
Talk over your money needs— any season of the year -- with a seasoned money
pro the man at PCA

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street

Hopping from lane to lane on
the highways is not only illegal
but dangerous. Road signs are
posted to help save lives and
ignoring them is literally taking
your life into your own hands.

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON
ANSWERS TO A FEW
OF THE QUESTIONS
THE DRAFT??

By Dr. H. C.

Chiles

THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY AND ALCOHOL

Romans 14:13-23

of 1 through 50.

4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD,
5:00 SESAME STREET *197.
For children. (C)
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
6:30 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES.
(R)
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(R)
7:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA.
(R) (C)
8:00 THE FRENCH CHEF.
8:30 BOBOQUIVARI.
9:03 FIRING LINE.(C)
10:00 BLACK JOURNAL.(C)
11:00 LAW OF THE LAND.(C)

4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
5:00 SESAME STREET *196.
For children. (Cl
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (RI
6:30 MAKING THINGS GROW:
Gesneriads, The Basics of
African Violet care. (C)
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN:
The Inside Story, II. Finish- -At
ing a simple sleeved dress
.
final fitting problems. ,
(C)
7:30 BOOK BEAT.(R)
8:00 PERSPECTIVES ON VIO.
LENCE: John M. Gardner, ti'Vy
chairman of the National ••,.,-;
Urban Coalition, speaking on .0,',
the urban crisis and vio•.
fence. (C)
9:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH r

. (C)

WASHINGTON (LIP I):
The Selective Ser% ice said

one as a network television
writer, the other as a professor of television drama at
the University of Wisconsin.
(C)
10:00 FANFARE
11:00 LAW OF THE LAND.
An information series on law
for the public (C)

Imbibing alcoholic beverages creates grave problems in the
homes and communities where it takes place. For this reason
citizens should be informed as to their effects and warned of the
consequences of their use. Wisdom and the teachings of the
Scriptures prompt thoughtful and sensible people to abstain from
consuming them.
Knowing that the Roman Christians were living in the midst of
one of the most wicked cities in the world and facing all kinds of
temptation every day, Paul was careful to instruct them as to the
way they should live in order to please God. Because the unsaved
Judge Christianity by the actions of those who call themselves
Christians, the latter are under obligation to live consistently and
reghteously. If we are to live in accordance with the will of Christ,
we must avail ourselves of the means of grace and receive from
Him the strength which is needed for doing so.
If the churches, like the one at Rome, were to survive and
prosper, it was necessary for the members to have a spiritual
unity. Paul learned that there was a unique problem which was
having an adverse effect on the fellowship of the brethren within
the church at Rome. They lived in a pagan world where it was
customary to offer animals as sacrifices to the gods. An acute
problem arose among the Christians who had emerged from
heathenism as to the question of whether or not it was right for
Christians to eat meat which had been offered to idols and later
sold in the public markets.
Paul wrote this letter in which he admonished the stronger
Christians to be very careful as to the way in which they treated
their brethren in the church whose faith was immature and who
had conscientious scruples about eating meat procured from the
public markets after it had been offered to heathen idols. Paul
urged each member to decide not to be a stumbling block in the
way of others. Strong and mature Christians should consider the
spiritual safety and welfare of their weaker and more immature
brethren. They have personal obligations to their weaker
brothers as certainly as they have responsibilities to God.
Christians need an awakening of conscience about the giving of
offense to those about them.
The children of God should never fail to consider how others will
be affected by their actions. They should consistently abstain
from any action which is contrary to the law of love for Christ and
others. They should be willing to forego their actual rights rather
than to cause others to stumble. If their rights become hindrances to others, they should not exercise them. Christian
consideration for others will cause us to refrain from doing the
things that would lead others into temptation and cause them to
do wrong. Let us be very careful about our influence and ever see
to it that it is always helpful. Let us guard against anything that
would cause our weaker brethren to stumble and fall.
Any Christian, who is a member of a church, should be willing
to forego his own personal liberties if the exercise of them should
cause contention and dissension within the fellowship. He should
strive diligently to avoid doing anything that will hinder the work

whose RSN has not been reached
in his local board, will be moved

into a reduced priority selection.
group in 1972. This is the second
priority selection group Those
the
Ky.—Since
FRANKFORT,

this priority
"draft lottery" of Aug. 5, local registrants now in
will go into
boards and State Headquarters sleection group in 1972
grouping ( the third
lower
a
numerous
received
have
telephone calls about "lottery" priority selection group. ) Less
vulnerability to the "draft" does
numbers.
not apply to any registrant in the
calls about "lottery " numbers.
prime age group (1951) or in an
Some of the questions asked are
extended priority status or who is
of state wide interest and others a deferment.
pertain to the individual. Quite
The Senate failed to act on the
frankly we do not have the anjoint committee recommendation
questions.
swers to all of the
resolving differences in the
However, "You and the Draft"
House and Senate actions to
would like to share three
extend the "draft" before their
answers.
our
questions and
summer recess. What priority
Perhaps the question most
they will give to this when they
frequently asked is, "What young
reconvene in September is not
number"
"lottery
a
men received
known. However, the System ha:
number from the Aug. 5 authority to register, classify anc
drawing? The answer to this all deliver registrants to the Armet
Selective Service registrants Forces Examining and Entrance
born in the year 1952 received
Stations ( AFEES) for physical
their Random Sequence Number
examination.
)RSNI from this "lottery."
Young men in Kentucky born in
We have received many in
1952 with a low RSN will soon
inquiries from registrants who
receive an Order to Report for
have received their Random
Physical Examination. This will
Sequence Number from the first
enable us to have a sufficient
11969) or second 119701 lottery
available manpower to Fill our
wanting to know if they would get
monthly call after Jan. 1. 1972, if
too
a new "lottery" number. This
the authority to induct is passed.
is easy to answer.
Once a RSN has been assigned
the Draft" repeats its
it is never changed, unless there "You and
pledge to keep its registrants
is convincing evidence that the
fully informed so that each young
RSN is incorrect. This occurs
treated with fairness
when a young man gives an in- man will be
and
equity.
correct date of birth or the clerk
inadvertently records the wrong
number. It is human to err—in

IIIISCOUNT DRUG

of the Lord or cause another person to do wrong.
Dr. H.A. Ironside related the following interesting story: "I
was preaching in a gospel hall in Detroit. A former Mohammedan
from India was there who was at the head of a tea business, and be
had been brought to know the Lord Jesus Christ. On one occasion
when holding a meeting there, the the Sunday School had its
annual outing and we all went over to a beautiful spot and spent
the day together. I was chatting with his brother, Mr
Mohanuned Ali by name, when a young girl came by passing out
sandwiches. She said,'Won't you have a sandwich?'
"Thank you,'I said, 'What kind have you?"
"I have several different kinds.'
"I will help myself to several of them.'
"And then she turned to Mr. Ali and said, 'Will you have one?
"What kind are they?' he asked.
"There is fresh pork and there is ham.'
"Have you any beef?'
"No, I do not.'
"Have you any lamb?'"No.'
"Fish?'
'"Islo.'
—Thank you, my dear young lady, but I won't take any.'
"Laughingly she asid,'Why, Mr. All, you surprise me. Are yot
so under law that you cannot eat pork? Don't you know that c
Christian is at liberty to eat any kind of meat?'
I am also at liberty to let it alone. You know I was brought up c
strict Mohammedan. My old father, nearly eighty years of age
now,is still a Mohammedan. Every three years I go back to India
to render an account of business of which my father is really the
head,and to have a visit with the folks at home. Slways when!get
home I know how I will be greeted. The friends will be sitting
inside, my father will come to the door when the servant announces that I am there, and he will say,'Mohanned, have those
infidels taught you to eat the filthy hog meat?' No, Father,'I will
say; 'ork has never passed my lips.' Then I can go in and have the
opportunity to preach Christ to them. If I took one of your sandwiches, I would not preach Christ to my father the next time I go
home.

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
COME TO

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza

6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

EL AIR SHOPPING
CENTER
STORE HOURS .
9-9 MON.-SAT.
„
CENTER5, 1-6 SUNDAY
BAYER

200

T.BLEM

30 Tablets
Compare This
Low Price

MINT FLAVORED

FAST RELIEF FROM

UPSET STOMACH •

INDIGESTION:HEARTBURN

„TIM

FAiN Aloft riogf
pt•P

200
TABLETS

ASPIRIN

BAYER WORKS WONDERS

"THE KIND OF LAXATIVE
DOCTORS RECOMMEND
MOST OFTEN."
0
N
L. Fefferman, 22, s ti,..
the University of (..
is the youngest I
fessor in the um\

history and perhap,
major- university. H
appointed an assist,:
a
fessor of mathern,.
year ago and WEIS 11,01 a
full professor this 00 :1
Fetterman entered ill, I 'inversity of Maryland ,t 14,
received his Ph 1) at
Princeton when 20

63;

BAYER

Regular
$1.69 Value

50

Y

HP,
•

Regular 98 Value

instances where a registrant has
been given an incorrect, RSN,
they will be promptly corrected.
To reduce the frequency of
such errors all local boards in

Kentucky will shortly be mailing
to their 1952-born registrants a
short letter. It will inform them of
their RSN as determined by the
order their date of birth was
drawn in the "lottery." all
registrants receiving the letter
should check to see if their date is
correctly . shown. If it is not
correct, "You and the Draft"
urges you to promptly take your
birth certificate to the local boar(
in order that the error can be
corrected. If you are in another
city, this can be done by mail.
Some callers in the present
prime age group 119511 want to
know when they will become less
vulnerable to the "draft." Any
registrant born in 1951 who is in
Class I-A at the end of 1971 and

TIMED -RELEASE ASPIRIN

PHII,LIPS*;
MILK OF

MAGNESIA
FLAVORED

Regular
'1.49 Value
Compare This Low
PRICE

REGULAR and MUM

Tablets
Regular 69C
Value

100
Tablets

Et
A
BAYER

"Iwaine

Compare This
Low Price

Compare This
Low Price

Regular
'1.17 Value

68;
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Special Extras On ABC Network
Featured For The Coming Week

Football conference game to be
telecast by NBC.
The CBS "Mannix" episode
has the detective as the threetime target of a mysterious gunman whose real target probably
is someone else.

game.
umentaries on the Chicanos and'NFL
SUNDAY
the unemployment problems of
covers the second half
ABC
Vietnam war veterans and a
the U. S. Professional Match
preview of an ambitious chil- of
Golf Championship at
Play
dren's program of the new seasPinehurst, N. C.
on.
NBC's Disney Hour has the
NBC has a pre-season pro
first half of a two-part advenSaturday.
football game next
ture film, "Comanche," dealing
CBS covers two different tennis
with a young Sioux's involvetourneys and has a pre-season
ment in Custer's last stand (11).
"The Sonny and Cher Comedy
Hour" on CBS features comedienne Phyllis Diller.
MSiX•1V
WLAGTV
NVSM-TV
"A Time to Die" is the "BoChannel
Channel S
Channel 4
fare on NBC.Efforts to
nanza"
PROGRAMS
EVENING
FRIDAY
Dream of leann,e
Scorns I Brady
save a girl bitten by a rabid
RnOofI
n, *1"
I
wolf (Th.
Na•eir a Professor
Reel
(a.
I ariridge Family
X Name of Gam.,
The ABC movie has "WeekTat On
Gan.
CC Ntrne c`
COO Coos/lit
end at Dunkirk," with Jeanr• •.a
X Name of Gene
Love, American Style
Paul Belmondo in a drama
Lore, American Style
VC,.<
lat Scv
based on the W World War II
z
h
a Th
.
k:
Ir
ort
News. Wthr SPorls • en.,
IT
:30 Tonight
evacuation at Dunkirk (R).
Movie
,ont
Ton
.00
News; wthr.. karts
NAOr
"The Six Wives of Henry
30 Tonisol
'-Ito V ir gm Queer
Sir eingirriidVIII" on CBS has the fifth oi
MON,rf
e
•
six episodes. This one about
SATURDAY MORPIMC PROGRAMS
wife No. 5, Catherine Howard.
Summer 5er...spier
ii Aericulture USA
Summer Sernfster
X FarM theist
who goes to the scaffold for in
Stooges
Three
Hess
inc
Of tom Eocene
Three StoogeS
Eddie Hit. Show
Catherine is played by
X Heckle & ledste
ni.
a,'
Sabrina
OS Wooer Woodpecker
Ching;
Angela Pleasence, daughter ol
Greeeie Goeiies
:iti Bug& beil
Jos. and Pussycats
tio Day With MI
British star Donald Pleasence
'''
:ubtei7e'Cter;
rfc.
'
merlon Gliobetrottrr,
30 Cosby
Ho, Whee
Keith Michell continues as Hen,,e's Fur 141yuge
Arch
H R Purinsti.

By JACK GAVER
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
American Broadcasting Company is the major contributor of
"extras" for the new television
week.
It provides coverage of two
golf tourneys, a National Football League pre-season game, a
Tom Jones singing special, doc-

Scotts Gro
Service
Evening worship

Worship

AN IMPORTANT

8

9
v
O
11
12
6
7
8
9
f's
tyr
I

MESSAGE

00
Sky Hawk'
Fun House
30 Here Comes Grump Arthke'S
Center S Motor Moose
00 TV Screen Auditions Community
Hardy Boys
,tankers
30 TV Screen Auditions

4
5

Dastardly
Jctsons

Trrt

12 c30°
2
3

00 baseball
30 Baseball
AA Baseball
X Baseball
00 Baseball
30 Baseball

Where's
Pilstoo

&

Mkttley American
Amer ican

Huddles?

Bandstand
Bandstand

X,eqc
to,
Wrestling

Wrestling
Death Valley Days
Soo, ts Challenge
Tennis Tournament
U 5 Pro Match
of C harnpions
Piay Goff
Tennis Tournament
‘01.01 • of- d oP Soo -ts
Moves
Wide Word of Sports
liAuSiC "Atom Age

00 Del Reeves
A) Ole lka Shrill.
00 Wilburn Bros
30 Porter Wagoner

Vampire"
Muck. News
Rode

Wm, eerie 01 Spoils
rfshing

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

6
7
,5?

10
12

First Bapti
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Spring Cra
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Northsid
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Sinking Spr
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hazel Bap
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

AUTOGRAM

Poplar Spr
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Grace Bag
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ark -1' On

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROCPAMS

I
I

West Foe
Morning Worship
Evening worship

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
7
•

Emmanuel Misi
Morning Worship
Evening wpy„stiici

. SAWS
Impossible

Soor.,1410wS;
00 rrews Wire
LakerenCe Welk
30 Adventure Theater Mission
Lawrence Wel%
00 Adventure Theater Mission: Imoossible
Tom Jones
My Thr. Sons
30 Movie:
Tons Jones
Game
PreSeason
00 'The Unsinkable NFL
King Family in
Detroit vs
X Molly Brown"
Attitude
Miami
.00 Movie
MovieNFL Game
30
Merv.
-Kangaroo
Wthr
Sports
;
Sportiness,.
00 News, Why
Movie
errs, Mi.son
30 Movie
Sports
WM.
Moss.
Mason
Perry
00 "Rio Grande"
%egg
Movie
30 Movie
Feather—
White
,
'
"C/CANIbkorst"
00 Avengers
MOHO
MCP.M
JO AVellgerl

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSM-4

WLAC-5

WSIX-8

SUNDAY
6:30
Summer Semester House of Worship
Sego Bros.
Tom & Jerry
7:00
705 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
World-Tomorrow
7 30 Tomrnorrow
Penelope PAST
I'll,
Bible Class
Carl Tipton
830 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
3 Stooges
9:00 Jarnbo
Johnny Quest
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
Cattanooga Cats
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
Bullwinkle
Discovery
10:30 Church Service Faith For Today
Flipper
11:00
Zoorarna
Pet Set
,1:30 Worship
Face the Nation
Capitol News
:00 Meet the Press Make Room
Soul of the City
2:30 Newsmakers
Movie
:00 Film
T .B.A.
:30 Baseball
Races
-Auto
Pinpoint
:00
:30
Tennis
:00
15
:30
Golf Tourn,
:00 Bowling
:30 Adam 12
Zoorama

MONDAY
"Arnold's Closet Revue" or
NBC is a pilot for a comedy
series starring Arte Johnson
Some of Johnson's "Laugh-In'
characters are seen.
"The Mark of Cain" is on the
CBS "Gunsmoke" agenda. A respected rancher is exposed al
the commandant of a Civil Wax
prison camp IR).
ABC preempts regular programming for a pre-season National Football League game between the New York Jets and
Kansas City at Kansas City.
TUESDAY
The CBS "Cimarron Strip"
episode at 8:30 deals with the
escape of a prisoner and a deputy's search for him (11).
"NBC World Premier Movie"
at 9 has "Sarge—The Badge Or
The Cross." George Kennedy and
Ricardo Montalban star in a
story about a police detective
who decides to become a priest
( R ).
In "The Girl from Rainby
Beach" on ABC's "Marcus Welby, M.D." at 10, Welby discovers that a girl about to marry
has leprosy (R

TO: ALL PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS OF NEW AUTOMOBILES

Kirksey Ba
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

PATENTED—Miss Brereton
Sturtevant of Wilmington,
Del., first woman in the
post, holds her certificate
of appointment after taking her oath as examinerin-chief of the Board of
Appeals, U.S. Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
McQueen in 'Bonner'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Steve McQueen will star in
"Junior Bonner" which Sam
Yeckinpah is directing for ABC
Pictures Corp.
'Bewitched' is eight
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Production is under way on the
eighth season of "Bewitched,"
starring Elizabeth Montgomery.
OPERATION SUCCEEDS
NEW
YORK (UPI 1—Ron
Johnston, star running back for
he New York Giants, Wednesday underwent successful surgery at St. Vincent's Hospital
for the removal of a blood clot
in his right thigh.

PRESIDENT NIXON HAS RECOMMENDED LEGISLATION
TO REPEAL THE 7% EXCISE TAX ON NEW PASSENGER
CARS RETROACTIVE TO AUGUST 15, 1971.

OUR

MANUFACTURERS HAVE ADVISED US TO INFORM OUR
CUSTOMERS THAT IF THIS LEGISLATION IS ENACTED,

Memorial
,Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel I
Morning Worship
,Evening Worship
Flint Bap
i Morning Worship
• e Evening Worship

t

i

Cherry Co
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Elm Gro
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Salcm sal

THEY WILL REFUND THE AMOUNT OF THE TMADUC-

Morning Worship
Evening worship

TION TO RETAIL PURCHASERS OF NEW 1971 OR 1972
PASSENGER VEHICLES PURCHASED BETWEEN AUGUST 15,
1971 AND THE DATE ON WHICH THE TAX IS REPEALED.

Christi

First Chi',!
Worship Services
p m

•L

Murray Chri
orship Set vices 10 4

New Car Dealers of Murray

CLIFFOI
•
we

FOR. C01..Pr-c- i.

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

Wednesday
,F4T
DAY OR NIC
"The Men from Shiloh" on
NBC offers "Lady At The Bar."
Trampas is accused of homicide
and gets a female lawyer.
A special one-hour documentary on ABC is "When Johnny
of
Comes Marching Home," dealing with the problem of finding
Murex*. ticntuck•
jobs for war veterans returning
from Vietnam.
The CBS "Hawaii Five-0" epStep into the
isode deals with the arrival in
Hawaii of a man with bubonic
Wonderful
pleague.
Thursday
"Curiosity shop special" on
745
ABC is a one-hour preview of
the new children's series that
Movie
Reports
:00 Comment
of the
will be seen on the network SatRoger Mudd
:30 News
iv=
beginning
Sept.
mornings
urday
Lassie
1.43ve on a Rooftop
.00 Scene at Six
11. Shirley Jones is a gust star
:30 Disneyland
NFL Action
Animal World
for this special.
:00
DAYTONA BEACH
FB-1
Playhouse
NBC action playhouse" at
:30 Red Skelton
Sonny-Cher
7:30 offers "Verdict for Terror,"
:00 Bonanza
Movie
‘‘I\
Henry VIII
in which Cliff Robertson plays a
:30
lawyer who is the object of a
:00 Bold Ones
Bring your lighthearted spirit :00 Scene at Ten News
bizarre revenge by relatives of
It Takes A Thief
supply everything eiSe to romp or
010 forught Show Perry Mason
a man he has succeeded in conrest by the sparkling sea'
1:00
victing of murder.
News
• All rooms & suites are
1:30
"The CBS Thursday. Night
The Late Show
oceanfront and have Pr rvate
Movie
balconies
Movies" screens 1966's "an
American dream" with Stuart • 2 Olympic pools,
MONDAY
Whiteman and Janet Leigh in a
1100 ft. of private beach
suspense drama about a ruth•Color TV, phones, room service
45
Country Journal
lessly ambitious ex-war hero.
.00 Morning Show
News
"Strangers in Their Owr • Air conditioned & heated
Watch
Real
1:30
Morning
McCoys
Land—The Chicanos" is a half- • Dining room, lounge. cot'ee shop
Bow
00 Today Show
hour special on ABC that ex- • Golf & Tennis privileges
Captain Kangaroo
:00
amines the problems of Mexi- • 9 hole putting green
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
:30
can-Americans in the South:00 Diah's Place
• Game room, shuffleboard baby
west.
sitter service
Hillbillies
:30 Concentration
Friday
• Planned entertainment
Dick Van Dyke
Family Affair
0:00 Sale of
NBC'stl'The High Chaparral"
That Girl 10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
• Across from shopping Center,
offers "Sangre." War threatens
bowling. theatre
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
11:20 Jeopardy
when a wounded Apache leader
11:50 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
• Near Jai Alai. Dog Racing,
Love. American
is held hostage at the Carmnr
Auto Racing
All My Children
News
12:00 Noon Show
ranch.
Singing Cony.
05
Great deep sea fishing
•
CBS preempts "The CBS FriAs The World Turns Lets Make A Deal
12,30
Writ* for free brochure. rites.
"The
Movies"
and
Night
day
Newlywed Game
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
"Mery Griffin Show," for the
Credit cards towered,
Dating Game
Guiding Light
1:30 Doctors
telecast of a preseason NationAmericas Express, Diners the,
Gen. Hosp
200 Another World
Secret Storm
al Football League game beBarth Americard. Master Charge
One Life
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
tween Dallas and Baltimore at
Password
ago
World
Pyle
Another
f;omer
3:00
Baltimore.
Lucy Show
:30 Here Come-Brides Jeff's Collie
"Love, American Style- on
Dan Boone
4:00
Movie
ABC at 10 offers "Love And
430 Wild, Wild West
The Love Potion." "Love And
5:00
News
The Heist" and "Love And The
Teddy Bear."
Weather
5:25 News
News
Saturday
News
5:30 News
BEACH MOTEL
Jeannie
be an afternoon
will
There
News
Six
at
Scene
6:00
Deal
A
Make
Let's
baseball game on NBC.
Gunsmoke
5:3From a Bird's
Voyage, Bear' Motel Ocearl,ort Nowt
Newlywed Game
"Tom Jones...In Concert" on 2424 II Atlardc Ave., Dept
Movie
7:00
Yr.
Gd.
-Very
Was
It
teeth Flor164
Cisyhria
last
ABC is the Welsh singer's
Here's I.ucy
7-30
Movie
Norm
and
season,
show
of
the
RFD
Mayberry
11 00 Movie
Crosby is guest.
Doris Day
830
St. Louis and Kansas City
Newcomers
d.00
News
in a preseason American C,ty_
meet
News
Ten
at
Scene
10:00
.J
Cavett
Dick
Movie
10.30 Tonight Show
a

1AL

753,-,6363
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BANK

Five

Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.

TIDWELL PA
CO%

BI
1:16 Main

iv1I0

The

Businessrn&

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Lassiter-McKinney Datsun, Inc.

403 Maple Si

Parker Ford, Inc.

FLORIDA
WORLD

Sanders-Purdom Motor Sales

Voyager

Taylor Motors, Inc.

°gager
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Blood Rt
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Take Y
To(
Don't

Stokes Tract

Massey-Ferg
Industrial
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ril Motors

Cain
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Ambassador- Hot

'BUY
NOW!

Top Q
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Freed C
Heating
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There Is No Reason To Wait

Boone's
The I leaner
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Randy Th ,
Air

Conditioning -}1
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802 Ches
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971

Baptist

Nazarene

Scotts Grove
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
Emmanuel Missionary
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Wpcibio

Church Of Christ

Murray Church
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
University
Morning Worship
10:30a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00

Pentecostal

West Pork
1 Ta.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
First Baptist
10:45a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 a.m.
8 p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Methodist

i

Elm Grove
r Morning Worship
Evening Worship

15 a.m.
7 p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
if Morning WorShip
7 15 p.m.
:4 Evening worship

Christian
First Christian
10:30a.m .7
Worship Services
P m
Murray Christian
ANOrship Services 10:456.m

7 p.m.

pi, OA WA Ilis Pe PA PA Itil

•
a
•
a
•
a
•

a.
a.
a.
a.

•
a

a.

113 Believes
in You...

a.

West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Warship
6p.m.

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Hazel Baptist
10 a.m
11 a.m. Sunday School
Morning Worship
Worship Service
11 a.m
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
South Menet Grove
Morning Worship
Poplar Springs
10:43a.m.
11 a.m. Evening Worship
Morning Worship
6p.m.
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
9:306.m.
Worship Service
10 30 a.m.
Grace Baptist
Sunday Scn001
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Brooks Pummel United
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays. 11 elm 3rd
Blood River
Sunday, I 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
Kirksey Baptist
;Morning Worship
11 a.m . and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
I Evening Worship
7:30p.m. Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Memorial Baptist
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st I.
,Morning Worship
10:50a.m. 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
;‘,Evening Worship
6:30Zim• 930 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11:00.a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
fEvening Worship 6:30 P.m.
United
Coldwater
1 :00
10
1:03
Church School
4
or
Wship
Flint Baptist
Service
116.m
,Morning Worship
Temple Hill United
7:30p.m
i' Evening WC:Wittig
10 a.m.
Momma Worship
11 a.m.
Cherry Corner
Sunday School
11 a.m.
; Morning Worship
First Methodist
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
Worship
8.458. 10:50a.m.

t

_
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Brom Plain
Morning Worship
10:4S a.m.
Evening Worshir
7p.m.

United,316 Irvan Ave.
10 a sm
Sunday School
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 7:30
Worship Services
pm.
First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

Sinking Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
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hen He asks you to remember that He sent His son to
remind you of His love; When He sees you struggling from
a sea of cynicism and doubt; When He hears you speak out for
right; When He senses your belief in all people
regardless of color or creed; When He sees you burying your
prejudices to do kindness to the careless, show concern
for the lonely and offer love to the lost.

Union Wow
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
iemnitt & Poplar
Worship Service
10:400.m.
Evening Service
6p.m.
New Concord
10:50a.m.
Morning Service
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Piesant Valley
116.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6p.m.

a
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•
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a

Certainly God moves closer to you when He
feels your confidence in yourself is alive and your faith
in the future is secure; When He sees you
working together for others for a better
community, supporting law and
order and striving to banish poverty from
the earth;
when He sees you and your
family, even the little ones,
in your place of worship,
proclaiming your faith with
your presence.
Then you are showing
your belief in God.
You are living up to
His belief in you.

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Pitman,Grove
m.
10a.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Mount filmset
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:30 a.m.
Church School
in•15 8.M.
Worship Service
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Other
Denominations

•
a
at
a

of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a.m.
School
Sunday

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 13 a.m , 11 a m , 30
Russells Chapel United
pm
10 a.m. Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
Christian Science.
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Worship Service,
Goshen Methodist
Jehovah's Witnesses
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
10:30a m
Watchtower
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd 8. 4th
9 30 a.m
Bible Lecture
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
Worship Services 11 a m.,7 p m
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday
-`
Sunday School
Coles's Gimp Ground
10 -15
2nd
a.m.
11
at
Worship Service
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Sunday, 1045 a.m. 4th Sunday
IMMatTlfel Lutheran
9 15a
Sunday School
Dexter-Hardin United
10 30a
Ahornino Worship
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
3rd 8. 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m
Sabbath School
1st 8. 3rd & Ith Sunday
9:30 a.m
Worship Service
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CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
Free pick-up & delivery
We give S& H Green Stamps
Five Points

I TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
1210 Main

paints
Moore A

nes. 713-4111140
..11BISCHLITER MINIM SERVIC6
The Businessman's Choir* For Fine "'dining

Murray, Kentucky

Take Your Children
To Church ...
Don't Send Them
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Phone 753 1319
Industrial Road

Motors
n American
Cain a Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador- Hemet- Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 75:1 644t1
Vivi, Points

Shirley Florist
FT!)

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3251
502 N. 4th St.

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

LL,L11

Phone 753-7902

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

Local Churches
Welcome Visitors

Dunn TV & Appliance

Compliments of

Grecian Steak House

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
Phone 753 3231
500 Atlin
753-6655
Branch Oil .• Si rah & Story

Kentucky fried ekieken
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwichs
Call In Orders 753-7101Sycamore at 12th

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
1911/1111. 7.13 WM
K\

"For where your treasure is, time MN

me hart

Ate'

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Fri. and Sat.
Fresh Ky. Lake Conish
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
fer Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3192
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Boone's incorpo rated
The (leaner That's Interested In You

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning -Heating-Commercial Retzigeralion
Service Through Knowledge
Phone 753 BIN

Storey's Food Giant
Bel Mr Shopping Center

Trenholm's Drive-In
Hinny Penny Chicken • Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phorn 753 2897

COMMERCIAL

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
Division
I. 11, (1H!I

Holmes Elle,

ii

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meals
Vegehib'es and Desserts
Open Sundays
Fast Service
Phone 75:1 2T00
Hwy. 641 1,

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
Residential cor,,
and Lake Prop.-.
Ali 11

Farm — Building Lots
Leasing
Buying - Selling
P11,41, 714 7121

,c.al •

Buildings
Phone 753-1675

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Bowling At Its Best —
1415 Main

Street

Fin. Feed

Phone 753-2202

K-11

E of S 12th

Phone 753 1499

Smiles Never Go Up
In Price
Nor Down In Value
Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Ne31,ng and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Reps.'s 8. 100,1000On — Gas & Sew.,
Phone Thum
501 N. 4th

Phone

No.

265

753-5802

4th

Street

Building Bleck, 11 Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

5012

Phone 753-3540

Hendon's Service Station

or A Mental And Spiritual Tonic-Try Going To Church.

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products
No. 4th Street

Rudy Lovett

Phone 753-1921

Lynhurst Resort

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries—Accessories
Murray

and -Ayeamotz
MURRAY KENTUCKY

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

South 2nd St

7~3tivt-...qn

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

Your Johnsen Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753 3734
04 E at Murray Bait Co

Your lin , Royal Tire Dealer

GROOt BELT

Ph 753-7193

Wayne Darnell Outboard Mann

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue

RESIDENTIAL

▪

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 611 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Mr & Mrs. Wm. A. Jones, owners
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 S 4th

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 763-6334
HOGS flOUGHT DAILY

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Murray.Livestock Co.

Southside Restaurant

Air Conditioning
7i:1 4/132

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks Chaps - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Sleek - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed.,lirreund Sirloin Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419

"It's Finger Lickln' Good",

Jas D. Clopton - Div.

802 Chestnut

L

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whlrtonnl
Phone 753-3037
1111 South 12th

Put first things first,
Attend Church

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner

Sheet Metal
Heating
Mt h at (11,,Ini.#

[i

E LI

Ph 753-30113

▪ .753S7

403 Maple St.

An investment in Your Future

Ph 753-3571

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown— Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

•
Roberts Realty

Ward -Elkins
Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 1.11
403 Maple

ma

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts
Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main

4i5REEEErN
-'-Si.

"ii,''.

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DOWDY, OWNER

I GO
103 N 7th

A
vv.+, • etii,

Nile 753-3024

Ph 753 SUS
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By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
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3 Capable
ACROSS
being tested
1 Vessel
4 Mountains
4 Singing voice
of Europe
5 Vegetable (p7 )
8 Time gone by
6 Ankle
12 Exist
7 Away'
13 Page of book
8 Kind of
14 Poker stake
race horse
15 Affirmative
9 Pilaster
16 made flawless 10 Walk
California community of Davis,
11 Spreads for
18 Chores
near Los Angeles, a bicycledrying
27
Jumps
20
has
l
counci
city
ous
consci
Click beetle
Desert dweller 17
21
and
paths
bike
l
severa
19 Son of Adam
30 Break suddenly 43 Virginia
opened
23 Sweetening
21 Things done
32 King Arthur's 44 willow
more are promised.
Antlered
lance
substance
22 Regretted
Perhaps the most novel
animal
24 Sailor (colloq 34 Tidy
25 Medicinal
46 Ox of Celebes
approach, however, has been
soldier
Sea
37
Lament
26
Man's
48
shrub
taken by the Alameda-Contra
nickname
28 Small quantity 39 Cubic meter
27 Drunkard
is
which
t
Distric
Dis
urbances
40
50
Transit
Paddle
Costa
29 Exchange
step
Dante
28
h ree
Prefix
51
tubs
Large
42
bus
"
premium
hopper
"pedal
initiating
31 Bank employe 1 2 3 '0:40.4 5 6 7 ;•;& to 11
service for cyclists traveling
33 Kindly
MAME
N1*
between Berkeley and San
NIA
Cie:: 13
35 FrJit drink
12
Francisco.
Ste.te.
36 Pa-ent (cotlog )
Bay
sco
t
eleAe,
Franci
San
15
The
38 Nerve networks
0:4
tow
I
Bridge is the only route across
i.istle iv
device
Warning
39
are
the harbor and bike riders
ilm
41 Above and
irs6A6
iimge.
m.;ice;iiiII
24
not allowed on the level span.
tuuching
EV:illi!W
MitiIKON
The freeways and bridges of
view
Long
42
40428 29 30
26 40:27
25
America are some of the worst
45 Lasso
Mb
fp:4
enemies of cyclists. Often shut
34
47 Observant care 3 1
III
KZ
off from direct routes, a threeNegative
49
35
mile trip by car can become a
52 Rip
:OA 38
giu
10-mile trek by bike.
on
53
Prepositi
";rai:39
a
07.9..:.._._•:•
Gi,
Gi
—
CATCH
"
FAIR
hassle,
a
18:7.2iliatii..x.:fix
be
ina6.41
"It can really
53
54 Vehicle
e, plays Fris;;;;;:::•:::
44
43
412
said one long-time cyclist. poodle mixtur
her master, 55 Wise person
-One day you find the route bee catch with
56 Tableland
47
in Mansyou've been taking for years is Clarence Hergatt,
57 Silkworm
d by
learne
She
y.
Ohio.
field,
freewa
a
for
up
torn
being
52
e for
DOWN
You look around for an alter- retrieving the Frisbe
Yeesja
learn56
lly
gradua
en,
none.
55
childr
mov L
native route and there is
No...sail
1 Remuneration
not
All you can do is turn around ing to catch it. She's
27
e.
Inc.
Feature
Syndicat
United
ty,
by
metal
Native
2
.
though
ng,
way."
throwi
on
other
much
the
back
pedal
and

Bicycles are pedalinT
to peak of popularity

'peat-461T

••••• •••

can remember," he said before
his carrier put to sea. "I wasn't
about to let a little thing like an
&month cruise stop me."
About the only thing that can
really stop a cyclist — he seems
undaunted by bad weather,
—
poor roads or rude motorists
Acstolen.
bike
his
having
is
curate figures on just how
many bicycles are stolen are
sketchy, but they soar into the
millions of dollars each year.
Statistics nationwide indicate
be
that there is little that can
done to stave off the thefts,
although bicycls manufacturers keep coming up with
devices to slow down — if not
stop — a thief in his tracks.
wheel
There are fork locks and
locks. There are case-hardened
chains that withstand cutting
tools.
"The problem is," confided
inone New York City police
vestigator, "if a thief can't
make off with the bike itself,
he'll just remove everything
that isn't chained down. When
the owner returns, all he finds
is a wheel or maybe a frame
still locked up. Everything else
is just plain gone."
Bike owners have their own
methods of thwarting thieves.
One San Diego, Calif.,
secretary who rides her 10speed Raleigh six miles to the
office each day, chains her bike
to a post in the company
garage. But she doesn't stop
there; she then removes the
seat and pedals.
-A thief would really look
suspicious pushing a seatless,

His brow beaded with perspiration, New York ad
salesman Harvey Wilcox
negotiated his bike through the
thick morning traffic and up to
(he curb in front of his Madison
Avenue office building.
Into the elevator and up to
By Abigail Van Buren
the 37th floor went Wilcox, his
other
seven
and
bike
DEAR ABBY: There is a widow in our neighborhood passengers. Opening wide the
leaned
who always makes a big fuss over the men, but she doesn't door to his office, Wilcox
men's the bike against the wall,
the
on
cries
She
wives.
their
to
speak
to
bother
household removed his hat and coat and
shoulders and gets them to do her gardening and
yard
went about his job.
repairs for her. The man across the street keeps her
"A couple of years ago I
own.
his
than
looking better
probably have been
would
lately
on
crying
been
she's
My husband is one of those
off the streets and the
d
laughe
man
my
and it's just eating me up. Last Sunday I looked for
guard would no doubt
g
buildin
for two hours and I finally found him in her house laying have forbidden me to ride the
her linoleum!
elevator with my bike," said
I told my husband this woman was hurting my feelings, Wilcox. "But today I'm far
but he says he is just being neighborly.
from alone. In fact, just the
Have you any advice for the other wives and me in this other day I was caught in a
bicycle traffic jam, something
neighborhood who are in the same boat? This home wrecker
red
I thought would never come to
is no spring ch.cken [she's 55 if she's a dayl, but she has
JEALOUS pass. Not even in New York."
hair and never wears a girdle. Thank you.
Wilcox is more or less typical
DEAR JEALOUS: The problem is not your neighbor—
a growing breed of Amerof
it's your husbands. If they are being more than neighborly, icans who are turning to the
..IF
A1350WTELY! I'D GIVE
I REALLY LIKED LAW
let them know you are jealous and refuse to put up with any
bicycle as a form of transL(00
YOI.I CANDY,AND FLOWERS,
for
bikes
use
Some
portation.
nonsense.
A
AND JEWELRY,AND BOX5 REAUY
pleasure, others for business,
LIKED
1*
AND RECORD ALBUMS..
bicycles are
DEAR ABBY: My husband's sister [a twice-rnlirried, but the fact that
being used at all is a
twice-divorced grandmother of two] has been living with a
phenomenon of sorts.
man for several years, and plans to marry him as soon as
"Sales have been growing
his divorce comes thru.
Topsy," said distributor
like
he
if
d
e.
1
4141k
Recently this prospective bride asked my husban
Estimates on how
Mann.
Ed
to
And
414116d
again.
Mii.
marrie
gets
she
when
away
her
give
would
many bicycles are currently
top it off, she would like him to finance the nuptials.
plying the roads of America are
d
husban
Abby, at first I thought she was kidding, but my
virtually impossible, but in
Nancy
assures me she is dead serious, and he asked me to write to
I CAN'T
of the fact that bike
support
I CE
the
do
to
ed
down
is
obligat
he
ing
bike
you and find out if this is someth
sales are indeed up is the -pedalless
BELIEVE IT
ed.
since their father is dead
BET I
recent move by Schwinn to street," she reason
I'LL BET
R
AM
ELO
CL
P
For years, this nutty sister has used my husband to get
CAN
keep assembly lines running 17
T
CAN'
YOU
a
to
led
now
and
has
with
into,
The bicycle boom
her out of the crazy messes she got herself
hours a day to keep pace
DO 7
whole new problem for city
current demand.
this ridiculous request.
urged
being
are
dealers
s,
who
he
say
you
from
planner
hope
I
orders
Abby?
get
away,
her
"I
to
give
Does he have
to set up special routes for
SIS
for.,bikes. that won't even be
doesn't.
cyclists like those found
ielivered to me for a month or
In
Europe.
DEAR SIS: He doesn't.
throughout
Washington, D. C. — where
more," said Mai-in. "That sort
of thing never used to happen." there are some 6,000 regular
DEAR ABBY: A gracious hostess must serve refreshbicycle commuters — the city
While all bike sales are now
ments, right' But why must a chairman of a committee
government is conducting a
on the upswing, the big market
meeting serve each guest a rich dessert, loaded with
lighteed
census among riders to help set
multisp
the
in
is
calories?
from
re
up special rush-hour lanes
anywhe
costing
weights
aah,
and
ooh
You have no choice but to accept it, and
among major arteries.
$75 to $400.
and eat it. And then regret having come to the meeting. To
"For $75 you can get a fairly
The Colonials
make up an excuse about doctor's orders is phony.
1Za,
10-speed that will
decent
..0-114 MAO Ec-,T `1'5 MENt01
small
as
d
Richar
Why can't a hostess serve something such
Mayor
THEY
o's
Chicag
TIME
/IV
exA/ED
tely,"
-n-119
BAIA/
adequa
m
perfor
ARE
9
SOCCEED::,
town not
THAT MAS5AdHUSETT
assorted cookies? Then her dieting guests can take one
plained bike dealer Daniel Daley pedaled around e the
1. SHALL130e4C.1-1 IS TECYIN.
without being conspicuous I just hate to go to meetings
merurik. "For 0118* you can get long ago to initiat
that
-7-G STA21- A WAR MT
*.cause Al ruins my diet. Any comment?
a really fine racing machine, beginning of a bike trail
250
some
CALORIE COUNTER
cover
lly
eventua
bicycle
will
of
the
Royce
the Rolls
miles.
world, you might say."
DEAR COUNTER: The truly gracious hostess considers
the Southern
be
And in
ly
probab
will
bike
1300
A
calorie
all her guests. And since so many people are
,
Europe
in
ctured
manufa
conscious these days, a low cal alternate should be offered,
although the U. S. Schwinn's
too. If you have DO choice, either decline the dessert, or take
Paramount
top-of-the-line
And
rest.
a token taste of whatever is served—and leave the
might also qualify. It may
don't apologize.
weigh as little as 20 pounds
thanks to the use of superstrong
2/
Reynolds 531 tubing, alloy hubs
DEAR ABBY: A quick note to the newly married gal
and aluminum rims. The
whose husband protests because she rubs mayonnaise in her
derailleur a device that moves
hair before she goes to bed: This is great for the hair, so
L'il Abner
the chain from gear sprocket to
the
it
during
do
night,
at
it
do
don't
it.
Only
JUST SHOW YOURSELF,
don't quit- doing
•
It's not Hi WE'vE.
rear
the
at
t
t
a WHO-0IGGLE!!sprocke
gear
1,11‘
some
rub
And
NI ALL WM ASK!!
'S
daytimes -while your husband is away.
R
t
NEVE
44
the nices
Cw:5.r.
CARESP- A
wheel) will probably be made
HEARD
ition
propos
mayonnaise on your face, too. It's marvelous for the
SITION
by Campagnolo of Italy.
W-WHO SAM PROPO
you've ever DEAR%EGA
complexion. Give yourself plenty of time to shampoo and bet
-The more expensive the
So IT'LL'
heard —
gets
hubby
when
PROPOSiTiON.r.'
I?
THA
your hair and have it combed and lovely
.ga,111.
conthe
f5E
bike, the better
home. You will get compliments galore. Enjoy them while
struction. That's a general rule
•,%
you can because in a few years you can wear a death mask
of thurnb to go by," said
SALLY
SALAD
to bed and he won't even notice it.
Mesurik. "But for the initiated
cyclist, it is not hard to pay too
What's your problem! Yowll feel better if you get it off
much for too little."
Cal.
your Chest. Writ, to %BBY. Boa 5117011, Los Angeles,
Multispeeds might be all the
ed
address
d,
,
stampe
enclose
MM. For a personal reply
rage, but the smaller,
in Marko.
Ci2ri=s_
envelope
MsNock
collapsible bikes are also
04
vabio.....ossume•-k
C'sne-r—•
garnering fans these days.
8-27
.1:
Z..17;47.2
Used primarily for urban
For Abby's booklet. -How to Have a Lovely Weddiag.commuting, they can be
*cud SI to%bby. Boa Met Los Angeles. Cal. flalle.
transported easily in the trunk
of an auto.
"I thought about buying a 10speed bike," said secretary
Janice Bolson, "but decide8
that I didn't want to bike all.the
way to work. So I bought a
collapsible bike, keep it in My
car and park fairly near the
office in a 50-cents-a-day lot
and ride the bike the rest of the
way. It's worked old just fine."

'Neighborly' husband
makes her jealous
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Afford
in your
future.

II

A better wayto go.

HORSE 8 MULE

PULLING CONTEST
August 28 - 7:30 P.M.

FREE ADMISSION!!
*

And a U. S. Navy pilot
recently picked up a collapsible
bike to take with him an his
•-daty cruise to Vietnam. An avid
cyclist, he planned to unpack
his bike at ports of call and see
the sights.
"I've been biking as long as I

SPECIAL *

FRI. and SUN. — AUGUST 27, 28, 29
'1.49
Broasted Chicken Dinner
r & Honey
2 Chicken, Broasted Potato, Cole Slaw, Bolls, Butte
1
Includes /
•.
•=
Also Serving Ky. Catfish, Seafoods, Steaks and Country Ham
:a-

American room and comfort. Imported "GT" performance.
The all-new Z-('ar is a great new way to go. 150 HP.Six
smooth cylinders. 125 MPH and up to 25 miles per gallon.
The Z-Car— all the luxury you can imagine at a price
you won't believe.
Slip into it. I)rive it. Performance makes it fun.

•150 HP,six c\ Iinder overhead cam engine
•Power front disc brakes
• Four-spc411, all-synchromesh stick, optional a.utomatic
•smooth.7-main-bearing power
•Fat,road -hugging radial tires
•Up to 25 miles iwr gallon economy
•0-60 under 9 seconds. 125 MPH top
•Luxurious(leep_padded adjustable bucket seats

(Closed on Tuesdays)

New Concord, Ky.
WAI
;,!,---ninintinviitiLliwnijqinteupptipppnliqqinyinyvyypyptu.imligsvpigypiquq111,410) IIIMAIRMMIMMP
Phone 436 5496

•Lavish GT cockpit appointments
•Tach,clock, full instrumentation
•Electric antenna; counterbalanced tailgate
•Quiet unibody,factory undercoating
•Detachable under-hood light
Racing type steering wheel
•Rear window defroster
PRODUCT OF
•Tinted glass

DATSUN
NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun

t
Cypress Springs Restauran

x=

Re

0917
0

•

at EDD MADDOX FARM
94 East & Follow the Signs

H-INTO WED
British actres:
an decorations

South 12th

— OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8:00 —
Murray, Kentucky

Phone4,753-7114

HAT
51.5_$o.

• 'S
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PERFECT PORT IN A STORM

Plane Lands On Western Kentucky Parkway

1

Robert Rivet, 34, of Montreal, Canada,
will remember Dawson Springs and the Western
Kentucky Parkway here for the rest of his life
The reason: Because the WK Parkway
made a perfect port in a storm (or crisis)
for Rivet when he needed a place to land his
Cessna plane when he became lost on a dark,
windy night.
Rivet was flying to Metropolis, Ill.,
after having gassed up at Hopkinsville late
last Thursday. The Canadian ran into bad
weather and was unable to land at Metropolis.
Not being familiar with any airports in the
Metropolis area, he decided to return to Hopkinsville.
Because the night was so dark and the
wind was so strong, Rivet was blown off
course on the return trip from Metropolis to
Hopkinsville, and became lost. He saw the
lights around the toll station on the WK Parkway here and decided to land on the Parkway.

He flew around for several minutes, waiting until there was only one car going east on the
east side of the toll station. He first intended
to land behind the car, but was afraid the driver
would spot the plane, become alarmed and
stop, and the plane would hit the car from the
rear.
Therefore, Rivet decided the safest way
to come down was to land in front of the car.
He taxied to a comfortable, safe stop ahead of
the car. The car also came to a safe stop, but
the driver was probably not very comfortable.
Rivet landed his plane about two miles
east of the toll station. The Parkway is straight
at this point. He was safely down about eleven
o'clock.
He then taxied his plane to the nearby
toll plaza, where it was parked.
Rivet, along with a friend from Montreal,
had been in DeSoto, Miss., where he had bought
a plane. His friend had bought a plane in

Factory-built houses
getting rigorous test
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
GAITHERSBURG, Md.

-

The United States is approaching the ultimate in mail-order
packaging - homes.
In the not-so-distant future it
will be as easy to order a house

H-INTO WEDLOCK-Dick Martin of "Laugh-In"
British actress Dolly Read wear traditional Haian decorations after surprise wedding in Honolulu.

by size and color as it is to send
away for a party dress or an
electric drill.
Testing of the concept of prepackaged homes has already
begun.
At the National Bureau of
Standards here, rigorous tests
have begun on a factory-built
house to determine whether
such industrialized housing can
be successfully built, shipped
and erected on sites miles away
and still maintain performance
standards.
Soaring costs for on-site construction of housing and the
dramatic need for additional
nousing units in the 1970s have
combined to prod industry and
government toward the concept of industrialized housing.
NBS scientists are subjecting
the prototype module to exacting tests. Among the most interested observers of the experiment are building code officials, the nation's housing industry and "Operation Breakthrough" administrators of the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development HUD 1.
NBS officials, in showing reporters the module under various tests, said it was the first
occasion on which such housing
has been directly designed to
meet performance criteria and
tested to see if they are met.
The Building Research Division at the NBS Gaithersburg
Laboratories is conducting the

SAFE BUY
Reliable Used-gars
All New Car Trade-Ins
Priced to Sell!!
1971 SUBARU. 1,000 miles.
1970 CHEVROLET Caprice4-: Air conditioner.
1170 DATSUN 4-Door. 15,000- miles.
1969 FORD Galaxie 500 2-Door Hardtop. Air .conditioner.
1969 FORD Falcon. 6-cylinder, standard transmission. 4-door..
1968 FORD 4-Door. V-8, automatic transmission.
1968 OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury Sedan. Air conditioner.
1968 VW. "2 of these!"
1967 VW. Like new!
600.
1966 VW .
1967 FORD Fairlane 500 XL 4-speed . . . 150"
1968 PLYMOUTH Satellite 2-Door Hardtop. .. . 150'
1965 CHEVROLET Bel Air 2-Door. 6-cylinder, standard. . 475
1963 VW . . . '300'
1965 FORD LTD 2-Door Hardtop. Power steering, power
brakes . . .
1964 CHEVY Pickup. Cattle racks. '600'
1964 CHRYSLER New Yorke. Air conditioner.
1966 CHEVY Station Wagon.
1965 LINCOLN Continental Air conditioner.

HATCHER AUTO SALES
51_5 So. 12th Street

Memphis, Tenn., and they were flying them
home.
Rivet had left DeSoto about 5:30 Thursday
morning. The two pilots had flown to Hopkinsvilla, refueled Ind were going to Metropolis to
spend the night. Rivet's pilot friend was in front
and was able to land.
The Canadian spent the night in the
Parkway toll plaza office. Parkway employees
held up traffic early Friday morning and Rivet
again used the Parkway as a runway as he took
to the air to continue his journey home.
Rivet is married and has three children;
he owns and operates a supermarket in Montreal.
Although he called his friend at Metropolis to tell him of his safe landing at the Parkway toll plaza, he did not call his family to
worry them needlessly. But, he said, they will
spend many hours in the future talking about his
trip to Dawson Springs,

tests on a prefabricated 60-foot,
30,000-pound module of a threebedroom home built by Levitt
Technology Corp. The module
was designed by B. A. Berkus
Associates and shipped from
Kalamazoo, Mich.
The shipping exercise itself

was part of the experiment, the
module having traveled more
than 500 miles along major
lines of the Penn Central and
the GSr0-138z0 railroads en
route to the NBS complex.
Careful checks were made by
NBS experts at every step -

Ever See A Cessna Parked On The WK Parkway Median?
ABOUT ready to take to the air again from the Western Kentucky Parkway
last Friday morning is Robert Rivet, a 34-year-old Canadian who had made an
emergency landing near the toll plaza about ll o'clock the previous night. Rivet
had no trouble landing, or no trouble leaving, but he Just as soon not have such
an experience again.

from the moment the module
was placed by overhead cranes
on a trailer truck and moved
100 yards to a railroad siding at
the very beginning of the journey to determine whether any
structural deformation or other

damage had occurred in handling the module.
The participating railroads
keen to the prospect of future
business if the concept catches
on, worked closely to help insure the experiment's success.

NBS director Lewis M.
Bransoomb said, "The current
NBS tests are required under
Operation Breakthrough's design and development contracts with more than 20
firms."

BFG'S FINEST TIRE

GUARANTEED
0.000 MILES
OUR BEST
MILEAGE TIRE
Some people promise you 40,000
miles, we put it in writing.

LIFESAVER
RADIAL

OUR STRONGEST
TIRE
Tough Dynacorr Rayon cord belts
add greater tire strength,
tread stability.
WHITEWALLS

40,000 MILE
TREAD WEAR
GUARANTEE

Replaces

Size

Trade-In I F.E.T.
I Tire
Price
$39.95 '1. $1.95

AR78-13 6.00-13
43,95
DR70-13 7.00-13
43.95
8R78-14 645.14
44.95
ER70-14 7.35-14
47.95
FR70-14 7.75-14
GR70-14 8.25-14 (._ 53.95
1 -58.95
HR70-14 8.55-14 '
42.95
AR78-15 _i 5.60-15
46,95
8R78-15 6.00-15
50.95
re70-15 1 7.75-15
55.95
GR70-15 8.25-15
t
61.95
HR70-15 855-15
65.95
JR70-15 , 8.85-15
69.95
LR70-15 1 9.15-15

In normal driving, you'll
get at least 40,000 miles
of treadwear from the
Lifesaver Radials on your
car. If you don't get
40,000 miles take the
guarantee back to your
BFG retailer. He'll allow
you credit for the
difference toward the
going trade-in price of
new ones. And add a
small service char.:e.

3 WAYS TO PAY

I BUDGET TERMS)

MASTER CHARGE)

BANKAMERICARD)

-

PERFORMA G.T.

SILVERTOWN
BELTED WIDE
• Polyester Cord-Fiberglass
Belted construction

2.45
2.07
2.66
2.87
2.99
3.32
2.16
2.52
2.92
3.05
3.41
3.11
3.67

• Low, wide "70" series profile
• Polyester Cord -Fiberglass Belt
construction • Styled for today's
high-performance cars • Bold
Raised White Letters

AS LOW AS

1st, $3500

• Wide, "70" Series tire for
today's high-performance cars

Al

Whitewall size F-70xI4 pfxs
F.E.T. of $2.64 per tire plus tradein.

Whitewall size F-70x14 plus $2.64
F.E.T.
Pitted as shown et O.F GoOdr•Ch Stores. corepetetestv clewed et S F GooOrtch

Master Tire Service, Inc.
Coldwater Road at 5 Points
Murray, ,Kentucky

Phone 753-4961

•..

• c.

Phone 753-3164

1141
MUM'
RADIAL TIRE
PIMPLE

B.FGoodrich
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Film stars 'live'
in wax museum
By BILL HILL
Copley News Service
BUENA PARK,
dank white building 300 miles
south of Hollywood,some of the
most famous scenes filmed for
theater and television are perpetuated in a filmland version
of Madame Tussaud's famous
London wax museum.
Life-size wax effigies of more
than 100 of the personalities
who gained fame in the scenes
are so lifelike that one half-expects the figures to speak their
lines.
Movieland Wax Museum has
been thrilling fans of the flicks
who have been coming here in
droves for a decade. Founded
by Allen Parkinson, who was
inspired by a visit to Madame
Isussaud's museum, the stars'
hall of fame is marking its
tenth year with plans to add another 100 figures and more sets
during this decade.
The sets in Movieland are arranged in a walking pattern
with corridors bordered with
mirrors. Visitors are reflected
into the scene behind the stars
to become a Dart of the cast.

Visitors can appreciate all
sides of Brigitte Bardot,scan&
ly clad in a scene from "AM
God Created Woman," or Nancy Sinatra astride a motorcycle
as she appeared in "Wild Angels'.•
The sets, in which the stars
appear in their most memorable roles, are as realistic as
the wax figures. Three-dimensional scenery blends into
scenic backdrops painted to
pick up the action much the
same as the sets in Hollywood
or Burbank.
The western countryside
stretches to the horizon on a
backdrop dotted with Indians
behind big John Wayne in
-Hondo.''
Harry Carey as "Trader
Horn" emergesfrom the jungle
through a solid wall of realis-

State Board
Of PTA Will
Meet At Park
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park, Cadiz, is the site chosen
for the fall board meeting of the
Kentucky PTA Board of Managers scheduled for Sept. 7, 8,
and 9, with committee meetings
beginning at 1 p.m., Tuesday,
the 7th..
Reports of these groups will
be part of the agenda of the
Board of Managers meeting at
1 p.m. Wednesday. Other reports will include highlights on
the National 1971 PTA Convention at Oklahoma City, Okla.,
and the recent Kentucky PTA
Leadership Conference at Richmond.
The meeting will conclude on
Thursday.
Kentucky's PTA president,
Mrs. George E. White, Covington, will be presiding at the
board of managers meeting and
various committee meetings.
Mrs. W. L. Bennett Jr., Paducah, third vice president, Kentucky PTA, will serve as chairman of the PTA headquarters
committee meeting. She is also
a member of the executive,
budget, by-laws and standing
rules, and councils committees.
The president of First District,
Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers, Mrs. Melvin Earl
and Teachers, Mrs. Melvin
Earle, of Paducah, also plans
to attend the meeting. She is a
member of smoking and health
committee, and on the committee to nominate state PTA offi-

tically constructed fern and
tropical trees.
Chuck Connors rounds a bend
in a mine shaft in a scene from
"The Rifleman," where he
gained fame on TV.
FIRED SHELLS—Burned-out shells of Protestant homes
Much like a sound stage, all
are evidence of bitterness and unrest in Belfast, Norththe rooms in Movieland are
ern Ireland. Residents burned their own homes to keep
minus a ceiling and at least one
the Catholics from getting at them
wall. One of the more famous is
the operating room from "Ben
Casey."
Another touch of realism is
added by special effects. It
rains indoors as Gene Kelly is
caught "Singing In the Rain."
Bela Lugosi, as "Dracula,"
cers.
puts the bite on a lovely victim
By VERNON SCOTT
as wolves howl in the backgroind.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
By ELDON BARRETT
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI)- Boris Karloff's "FrankenHOLLYWOOD (l1P1)-Ben Murphy, who plays "Kid" Curry
in "Ahas Smith and Jones," bears more than a passing resem- One out of about every 25 stein" monster turns and faces
blance to Paul Newman but only physically.
premature infants is afflicted a terrible tovmsrnan who raises
torch against him amid rollNewman is married, a father and a movie star.
with a disease known as a
Murphy is a bachelor, not a parent and is aiming for video neonatal necrotizing enterocoli- ing thunder and flashing lightning.
stardom.
tis (NEC), a severe intestinal
Movieland is a nostalgic
He is an individualist who lives in a two-room apartment, Inflammation that destroys part
place where visitors see their
refuses to cook in his kitchen alcove, and uses his living room as of the colon.
favorite glamor queens, great By PATRICIA McCORMACK
an office to handle fan mail, scripts and business matters.
Until recently, however, docNEW YORK (UPI)-Hard put
The youthful actor rented his modest quarters furnished in tors could not diagnose NEC lovers, slapstick comedians,
international stars and Acad- to remember anything good
what he calls cheap motel plastic.
until
convincing
clinical emy Award winners beginning
that's happened within your
To add a personal touch Ben purchased some rugs for the
evidence was seen, and often with the birth of the industry to
Lifetime? The National Health
floor and built bookcases and a desk from planks and bricks.
this
was
too
late
to
effect
a
present.
The resultant decor will never make the cover of House Beautiful.
Education Committee would
cure.
In many cases, authentic like you to think about this:
But that isn't what Ben had in mind anyhow.
Now three Seattle physicians costumes have been con"I don't entertain at home at all," he says, "which has been
-In the decade ending 1968
my downfall with more than one good-looking girl. When I have in a review of 43 patients have tributed by the stars.
there was a 100 per cent decline
To complete the movieasked a date over to watch television or something she takes shown that radiology can be
in the polio and whooping cough
one look at my apartment and figures I'm not good husband used in the diagnosis and making atmosphere in the hall
death rates, $73 to vaccines.
of
fame,
sets
are
equipped
with
evaluation
of
severity
of
the
material."
klieg lights, microphones, wind -Between 1952 and 1968 due
That suits Ben Murphy. He isn't one to rush into marriage. di
to anti-hypertensive drugs,
When the ABC-TV show is in production Ben is up at 6 a.m. The X-ray hallmark of NEC machines and cameras ready
'hypertensive heart disease went
to concoct a bealthfood eye-opener. It consists of a pineapple- is
pneumatosis
intestinalis, to roll. A wax stage crew stand.
cocoanut base blended with buttermilk, soybean and meat pro- Which results in small pockets by for action along with a pah. down 59 per cent.
-Antibiotics and other drugs
tein powder,liquid vitamin C and wheatgerm oil.
of air in the intestinal wall. ducer. director and camerahelped to curb tuberculosis
He drinks down the mixture without pigging.
This was seen in 98 per cent of man.
Stars and memorable scenes between 1958 and 1968, reducing
In the makeup room at Universal studios he enjoys a breakfast the afflicted infants whose
of bacon and eggs.
cases were studied. Other chosen for future inartions in its toll 51 per cent.
the museum are selected by the
Antibiotics also are credited
findings were bowel distention,
Not homesick
ballots filled out by visitors to with declines on other disease
After a day's work Ben is reluctant to return to his splendif- gas in the portal veins of the Movieland.
fronts during the 10-year period
erous home. Instead he hangs around the studio, watching the liver and free air in the
Oper. evf“,' dy of the year, ending 1968.
abdominal cavity.
film editor put the show together.
Movieland is in the hub of
Some Declines
X-ray studies led to the Southern California's
For dinner he almost always stops by a health-food restaurant
tourist
The declines include these: 50
not far from his home-he digs organic specialties-and then, specific diagnosis of NEC in 25 terhtory near Knotts Berry
when he can avoid it no longet, Ben is off to bed.
patients whose clinical examin- Farm and Japanese Village. per cent in dysentery; 36 per
Ben spends his weekends resting, reading the papers and ation
had suggested only Disneyland is a short distance cent, appendicitis; 30 per cent
in acute rheumatic fever and
making half-hearted attempts to clean up his apartment.
infection or acute abdominal away.
chronic
rheumatic
heart
His annual 10-week hiatus from the show is devoted to skiing. illness. In four other infants,
&sea ; 28 per
cent in
tennis and promotional projects for the series. He gives interviews the diagnosis of NEC was made
maternal deaths; 27 per cent in
and poses for photographers.
by a radiologist well before
Ben admits he has made.iio commitments of any kind. He convincing clinical evidence
nephritis and nephrosis; 20 per
doesn't even want the responsibility of owning a pet. "That day was seen -in one case 37
cent in infant deaths, and 8 per
days
will come soon enough," he says.
cent in pneumonia.
before.
Meanwhile he is saving his money to buy a ranch in Southern
"The death rate of asthma,
Twelve
patients
never
had
California or Arizona where he eventually hopes to make his
during that period, declined 35
the
diagnosis
noted
on
their
_
_
permanent residence.
per cent, largely through the
He isn't bothered anymore by the constant reminder that he chart, despite typical X-ray
use of cortisone," the Health
and
findings
occasional
patholoresembles Paul Newman.
Two union walkouts have Education Committee said.
gic confirmation.
"I just hang loose," Murphy says,grinning.
"In spite of these advances
"Clearly, abdominal radiogra- struck area manufacturing
One gets the feeling that Ben believes Newman resembles him
phy is by far the most specific Iirms-General Tire and Rubber major efforts are still needed
rather than the other way around.
and sensitive test for the Co. at Mayfield and the B. F. against the major killers and
presence of this condition," said Goodrich Chemical Co. at cal- cripplers - heart attacks,
strokes, cancer, and mental
Dr. Russell S. Bell, chief vert City.
The latest walkout, at the Gen- illness.
resident in radiology at the
Mrs. Albert D. Lasker,
University of Washington Hospi- eral Tire and Rubber Co., occurred in the early morning chairman of the committee,
tal.
Drs. C. Benjamin Graham, Incurs Thursday when approxi- believes more research supportassociate professor in radiology mately 100 members of United ed by the federal government
The use of "master teachers," + Add the "master teachers" and pediatrics, and John K. Rubber Workers of Local 665 will give the best chance to
or teacher-consultants who would to train regular teachers in Stevenson, professor of surgery, left their jobs.
make major progress in the big
train Kentucky classroom Identifying the traits of ex- agreed with Bell.
The walkout is "illegal" and medical battles that remain to
teachers concerning exceptional ceptional children.
They explained in an article "unsanctioned," according to a be fought.
Exceptional children include in the
Comparison Made
children, is one of three
American Journal of union official. The official would
She is critical of the fact that
legislative proposals put forth those who are intellectually Roetgenology, Radium Therapy not comment on the cause of
recently by a state task force to gifted, the retarded and the and Nuclear Medicine that the the walkout.
"our government has taken an
"As far as !elan see, the average of $19.50 a year from
increase state support for physically and environmentally onset of NEC is most frequent
walkout will not be sanctioned," each taxpayer for the space
'education
exceptional handicapped.
of
between two and five days after
the official said.
The three proposals will be birth. The
program and only 89 cents for
children.
most common
Company officials had no com- cancer research."
The 11-member Task Force on presented to the Joint Interim clinical signs are temperature
"There is something wrong
Exceptional Children, created by Legislative Committee on instability, lethargy, gastric ment.
Approximately 150 employes with our national priorities
the 1970 legislature, is dirrently Education for study, prior to the retention, abdominal distention
remained off their jobs after
working on a special education 1972 session of the General and blood in the stools.
when in a country with a Gross
they left Wednesday morning at National Product of $860.6
program which it will recom- Assembly.
Treatment includes use of the B. F. Goodrich
Chemical billion in 1968 we spent an
mend by next Dec. 1.
antibotics and surgery and the Co.
DRUG ARRESTS DOWN
average of only $7 per person
At a two-day meeting at Lake
mortality rate is 37 per cent.
"The work stoppage
. was
medical research.
Barkley State Park, the task SAIGON (UPI)-Arrests of
on
triggered by the company misforce voted to support changes in American GIs on narcotics
a recent year Americans
In
assigning
work
belonging to barMed' Pass
$15 billion on alcoholic
the state Minimum Foundation charges in South Vietnam last Area
spept
gaining,.unit members . ," acbeverages, over $8 billion for
month dropped by almost half Stqte Examination
Program to:
cording to J. R. Gray, directing
+ Require state aid for an the June figure to the lowest LoursviLLE, Ky., Aug. 25business representative of Dis- tobacco and smokers' accessoaccording
months,
five
point
in
exceptional children's classroom
William L. Bryan, Mayfield, and
trict 154 of the International As- ries, over $2 billion for
photographic equipment and
when a qualified teacher has to U.S. military command David R. Walden. Murray, have
sociation of Machinists.
been announced by the State
been hired. At present the figures disclosed Wednesday.
"Although the action of the supplies, nearly $900 million for
649 Board of Accountancy as candisaid
The command
amount appropriated in the state
union members has not, as yet. greeting cards, over $915 billion
budget imposes a limit on such soldiers were apprehended by dates who passed the May 1971
been sanctioned by the interna- for lipsticks and other cosmeU.S. authorities on drug char- certified public accountant exstate aid.
tional Union, it is the opinion of tics-and almost $1.5 billion for
,+ Add teacher aides and para- ges in July, 586 of them for amination.
Local 1294 representatives that candy and gum.
The candy and gum figure
the action taken does not conprofessionals to those whose heroin possession. During June, The two men were among
stitute an illegal work stop- according to Mrs. Lasker, was
salaries qualify for state aid. This a record 1,629 GIs were 44 to pass the test.
page," he said.
equivalent to the sum appropriwould allow for hiring of lesser- charged with drug offenses, Those having completed the
Work at the plant is continu- ated -by the government to the
trained aides to help teachers of 1,536 involvhig heroin.
requirement will reexperience
ing, according to Charles Woods, National Institutes of Health
exceptional children and thus The July drug arrests were ceive certificates at the Sept
plant manager, who said super- the Mental Health Administraincrease the number of children the fewest since February when
of the Ken
visory personnel are filling va- tion and the Regional Medical
who could be handled in such 777 uniformecLAmericans were 24 dinner meeting
tacky Society of CPA's here.
cancies created by the walkout. Centers, all combined.
charged.
classes.,

Tv profile

N EC Affects
Newman look-alike Premature
couldn't care less Infants

Good Things
Do Happen—
Read This

Two Plants
Are Hit By
Walkouts

Exceptional Children
School Help Studied
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AGE ELEVEN

'New Air Force offers
barracks maid service

By PAUL MERZ
"Join the Navy and see the
World!"
"Uncle Sam wants YOU in
the U.S. Army!"
"The Marine Corps builds
MEN!"
Mn, yes, said the draft-age
youth as he strolled by his
neighborhood post office. But
what would the Air Force do for
him?
It might let him see the world
anyhow. It could even make
him a MAN. And somewhere
within his jaded hippie soul,
there could even exist the
twinge of patriotism which
would content him for three
years in the Army.
But what about that Air
Force?
Scanning his home town
newspaper, he learned that the
Army had abolished KP. (His
eyes lit up.) The Navy, it said,
might let him keep his beard.
(Hooray!)
But the Air Force, the flyboys, the blue-suiters, had
achieved the ultimate in oneupmanship: They were offering MAID SERVICE in the
barracks! His smile turned into a
devious grin - and with that,
he walked into the Air Force
recruiter and pledged himself
to the wild blue yonder.
For in 1971 - an age of
alienated youth, of distinct
unpopularity for military
service, and of disinclination
for the old "HUT! HO!" routine
-recruiting rivalry among the
services is the name of the
game.
The Air Force, in particular,
is playing it to the hilt - so
much so that a veteran observing the recruitment rat
race would scarce recognize
the old flying corps.
California's Mather Air
Force Base, a pioneer in the
New Air Force ethic, has
initiated
kid
glove
sophistication in treatment of
its airmen that would make an
old-time prop jockey turn over
in his grave.
The scene at the big Air
Training Command base home of the Air Force's
worldwide training school for
navigators, its
Western
recruiting headquarters and a
crackerjack Strategic Air
Command strike unit - is
enough to make a hardline NCO
shriek in horror; an American
Legionnaire weep.
But Mather's airmen are
happy. Some of then, who
started out paying four-year
dues to Uncle Sam, may even
reenlist.
And that's what "Project
Volunteer" is all about.
Consider the evolutionary
process of the New Air Force
from the point of view of a 19year-old airman on his first
enlistment:
- His grim sleeping
quarters are no longer
"barracks," but ''Bachelor
Airmen's Dormitories." With
maid service, of course.
- No longer obliged to beg
for an overnight or weekend
pass, he is free to leave the
base after work armed only
with his ID card, not to return
until the following day.
- Inspections? Forget IC
Ditto for dress parades, and
morning, noon and night
"formations."
- Up with the psychedelic
posters! Up with nudie posters!
Up with the volume on the
stereo'
Up
with
color
television, comfortable chairs
and coffee on tap in dayrooms
on each floor! And down with
odd-hour loisicks on the door
from surlyf C(
NCOs in
charge of quarters)."
- Locks on the doors.
Privacy to "do your own
thing." Grow sideburns, within
reason, or a moustache.
Drapes, wall-to-wall carpeting,
a bureau instead of a
footlocker, a refrigerator and not too long from now, a
liquor cabinet of his very own.
If it sounds almost as free as
a civilian job, that's the whole
idea. According to Mather's
sergeant major, Chief Master
Sgt. Stanley Leshinski, airmen
are "strictly individuals in the
dorms."

THE GOOD THIEF
LONDON (UPI)-When a
woman stopped a police car
and said she had just been
robbed, Police Constable David
Richards' passenger helped him
give chase.
Richard's passenger was Kenneth Darley, 24, accused of
taking a minivan and driving
without a license. Together the
two men nabbed the suspected
thief.
The story came out in court
Wednesday when Darley appeared to face the charges
against him. He was fined $40.

t,
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TOP GOLFERS IN
division of the Junior(
left to right: Jan Shutt
Robbie Hibbard, 94, iu
made was Wes Furgei
sudden-death playoff.
Leshinski, a 29-year Air
Force veteran,looks the part of
the hardline NCO who plays a
lead role in the nightmares of
recently discharged servicemen - but he's not.
In fact, he's not even called
the base's "sergeant major"
anymore - rather, he is now
the "senior airman adviser," a
friendly father-image to the
emancipated airmen of 1971.
The new look in the Air Force
nationwide actually began
a pilot program of mai
the-billets at Mather. It was the
result of more than 900
proposals to improve Air Force
life reviewed last year by the
Project Volunteer Workshop, a
group of 25 young officers and
airmen assembled by CA. Gen.
George B. Sinder, the forwardlooking new chief of the
national Air Training Command.

military life.
"If a guy does his job - if he
has integrity-the way he lives
when he's off-duty is dictated
by his own conscience and that
of his roommate.
"I only wish I'd . . . well, I
came into it all 79 years too
early, I guess," said the
graying sergeant with a wry
smile.
Mather has a total of 13
airmen's dormitories - eight
new, three-story concrete
buildings with 70 rooms each,
and five smaller ones with 18
rooms each. The latter, built 20
years ago, are used mostly by
the Strategic Air Command's
320th Bomb Wing,a tenant unit.
Together, they house nearly
1,200 young airmen. As soon as
possible, each
will
be
remodeled into two-man rooms
with carpets, drapes, two beds,
each with night stand, a desk
and desk lamp, two chairs and
Of the 900 proposals,a total of two table lamps.
63 recommendations were
The maid service for airmen
made by the young officers and will be made available on
men who were assembled, alternate days or twice a week
according to Simler, -not for about $5 a month.
because they were experts in Assignments will be loosi,
these areas, but because they rather than on a rigid
were the kind of people who are "squadron billeting" system.
the most affected by what's And custodial services will
happening in the Air Force provide such hoary military
today."
nightmare chores as cleaning
What does old pro Leshinski hallways, latrines, lounges and
- who worked the hard way to dayrooms.
achieve success in his military
Inspections will only be held
career-think of the new look? quarterly - not the "white
"I feel it's great!" he told a glove" variety, or for cenreporter and photographer who sorship or to check spit-shined
surveyed a typical version of bads, but rather for such
the homey new two-man practical matters as fire
dormitories.
hazards and sanitary con"We're moving with the ditions.
times. Here at Mather, the pilot
The possibility of telephones
program worked tremendously for individual rooms is being
-we had kids waiting in line to explored, as is the inevitable
get into the one dorm that was concept of one-man rooms
which is -in the future, no
set up for the experiment.
"To me," said Leshinski, doubt about it," said Mather's
"it's a good approach to the chief enlisted man.

13 AND 14-YEAR-0
ere, left to right:
ff Oakley,91; and I
boys.

10 AND 11-YEAR I
were, left to right: '
Sullivan, 98; and Ni
18 holes.

•••••,,,A,414114•40

American
Motors
WILL REFUND THE 1%
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX ON
ANY OF .OUR NEW 11
VEHICLES REGARDLESS OF
WHAT CONGRESS DECIDES
TO DO.
So while all the other car companies
are waiting around for Congress to
act, American Motors is acting!
See . .

CAIN 8t TREAS
MOTOR SALES
806 Coldwater Road

BEGINNERS: P
these winners in th
Becky Shuffett, 48;
charge of the junk
Mrs. Jerlene Sulliv

BAGGED THE BOB
SANTA FE, N.
Police in Santa
choosy about who t
speeding violations.
Tuesday, Officer
stopped a car speed
per hour in a zone
miles per hour.
Inside was De,
Santa Fe Mayor (
sales.
Gonzales later ca
shift commander
the officer for his
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Outdoor Lore

New Musical Group
Produces New Sound

there's

tucky State students with Gray
and Pope, call themselves "The
Fourth Creation" and have been
recording their original music in
recent months.
"Rudy writes the beat and
knows what he wants," Pope
said. "He tries to convey that to
us, but then we put a little of our
By Nesyle Shackelford • university of Ken tu,
own style into the piece and we
star.
Although the Canada thistle
Rudy Gray, a senior political come up with 'the' sound."
has been called the devil's own
science and sociology major at Gray has been writing songs
a
it
consider
plant and farmers
Kentucky State writes the since 1969. While working that
s:ourge. it is the beloved of
original pices of music for the summer in his hometown of
group, but the final product is not Gary, Ind., he thought of a song
many winged creatures like
and wrote down the notes.
completely Gray's.
bees. butterflies, and hummingfrom different "I had been having songs pop
all
are
"We
FOR RENT
birds.
parts of the country," said into my head for years," Gary
Hidden deep withil. is
apartment,
Richard Pope, a second member said, "but I had just never done THREE ROOM
utilities. On
attractive rose-purple flcv-er•
including
furnished,
did
I
Finally
it.
of the group. "We each put in a anything about
Main near 18th Street. Phone 753heads shaped like shaving
touch of this and a touch of that. and that started me off."
A30C
brushes is a feast of nectar
One guy is from Memphis, his Gray writes his songs in a 3984.
throughout the northern
a
of
of
"All
way.
d
unorthodox
style of music is different; rather
in the 14 through 17-year-ol
Much draws all iflannel
TOP GOLFERS IN CALLOWAY JUNIOR GOLF: T be winners
hemisphere where each autumn another member is from Dayton. sudden it just pops into my TWO BEDROOM house in
Club and their scores were,
butterflies like a magnet and
division of the Junior Golf Tournament last week at the Calloway Country
its winged seed float away on With all of the different styles we head," he said. "It's weird. I can Panorama Shores, completely
girls' nine holes of play, and
sometimes slightly inebriates
left to right: Jan Shuffett, 55; Gay Crass, 63, and Julie Oakley, 79,in the
was
the wind to come down, take are able to produce a different be drinking a glass of water and furnished; carpeted basement.
picture
the
when
Absent
play.
of
holes
18
boys'
the
in
98,
Stewart,
foraging bumblebees.
Robbie Hibbard, 94, and Lee
of
hole
then I will be thinking of a song. Heat and
first
air-conditioned.
the
on
sound."
Stewart
to
lost
tenacious hold, and flourish.
who
but
98,
made was Wes Furgerson, who also finished with a
An alien and historic plant
"I can sit down and write music Couples only. Available from
The group, which is composed
this
legend,
to
According
playoff.
eath
sudden-d
and a member of the largest
Grimes, Preston Day to fit moods, but the kind that August 30 through May 30. Phone
prickls.. plant which God of Terry
flower family, the Compositae,
SW
and Willie Benford, also Kenl pops into my head is the more 75.3-8846.
caused to come up on the
successful," he concluded.
the Canada thistle. Cirsium
altars of ancient Israelites as
Gray feels today's music is HOUSE FOR 3 to 6 college boys.
arvense, is related to the daisy,
but is not written from For more information contact
punishment for their impiety is
beautiful,
aster.
and
goldenrod,
cosmos,
within.
of
landlord at 320 Woodlawn.
God
S2C
Thor,
of
protege
a
It is only one of more than a
"Our music is not off the top,"
its
of
piece
a
such,
As
Thunder.
scattered
hundred species
he said. "I feel it very deeply. TWO BEDROOM with den or
root carried in the pocket has
When I write my music I can feel three bedroom apartment. Aclong been regarded as a safeit emerge from within.
comodates family with no more
guard againo being struck by
The group's unique sound is than three children. Phone 753DEAN C. MILLER
By
lightning.
developed from not only its
A30C
6781.
UPI Business Editor
completely different beat and
Then, if old herbalists can
NEW YORK (UPI)—If the
wide
unusually
its
also
but
style
be relied upon, it once played economy surges forward under
FREE: SPACE for mobile home
an important role in the drama the administration's new re- singing range.
on private lot, to right party for
•
one lead singer,"
of medicine. As one old chirur- covery program as many "There is no
exchange on upkeep of property.
•o•
7•
•
11•
said Gray."We have a very wide
••••• ••••
••••
Middle age or retired couple.
of
part
geon wrote. it can "change the analysts predict, a good
range of voices with many sounds
••• •••••••
A3OP
By ROBERT MUSEL
blood as the season advances the impetus will come from and variations. We can sing Phone 753-7658.
-••S'
••1 ••••
- ••
•
•• f•
NEW YORK (UPI)—There and cure such diverse ills as home construction.
soprano or bass.. whatever we
•.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE,next to
The country needs an esti•
she is, Miss America. And ague. jaundice, and itch." It is
sssss
feel a song calls for. It is part of
•
•
bus station. Phone 753-1573. A30C
mated 26 million dwelling units
there she is... Miss America's
also written that during his as cities tear down or owners our sound to be versatile."
chaperone.
:•
...
. ..
whose records
group,
new
The
•Is •••••,
campaign against the Saracens abandon apartment dwellings
Chaperone? In 1971?
are already selling well ir
Albert A. Marks, Jr., the in Spain, the great Charle- which are seldom replaced. selected markets, is planning on
stockbroker who moonlights as mange employed a medication Haunted by the specter of hard success.
executive producer of the Miss made from it to rid his soldiers times, Americans have been "We are all still in school and
banking instead of building
America Pageant, which NBC- of the plague.
Rudy plans on law school at
homes. Even with the relucTV will broadcast from 10 p.m.
Columbia, but we are going to
charm
against
a
for
Aside
the
of
build
because
to
11,
tance
Sept.
on
to midnight EDT
stay together," Pope said.
are
not an lightning and for treatment of depressed economy and high
claims they
"People will definitely hear of
diseases, other good uses have construction costs, there has
13 AND 14-YEAR-OLD WINNERS: The winners in the 13 and 14-year-old division and their scores anachronism.
our sound."
housing
of
an
them
acceleration
been
for
need
the
still
"We
been made of the thistle. Back
ere, left to right: Nancy Shuffett, 66; Mary Ann Littleton, 68; Lynn Hewitt, 72; Gary Sullivan, 95:
rate
Oakley,91; and David Frank,93. Scores are 9-hole scores for the girls and 18-holes scores for the 50 beautiful girls representing in the 16th century. John starts to about. in annual
the 50 states who will compete Gerard wrote of thistledown of 2 million units. But that isn't
boys.
filling the housing gap which is
for the Miss America of 1972
being used by the "poore for
widened by the many Amerititle", he said.
stuff cans, blessed with high salaries
"But as times have change& want of feathers" to
and shorter work weeks, who
so has the function of the pillows, cushions, and beds.
FRANKFORT, KY.— legislation to allow motor vehicle
Gerard also complained that would like a second home for
chaperone changed. She used to
be like the Spanish duenna, thistledown was bought by recreation and as a possible Development of a statewid emission control and designating
motor vehicle emission control an agency to inspect autos for
guarding the morals of the girls "rich upholsters to mix with retirement nest.
One stymie has been the big program by next year depends on controls. He said the state should
among her other duties. Now feathers the., do sell, which
down payment most mortgaged how heavily Kentucky is polluted first determine if there is a nneed
she acts mainly as a shield to
deceit should be looked unto." houses demand, according to by autos. At its recent meeting in for control and if so, devise an
protect them against persistent
Notwithstanding its reputa- Jackson W. Goss, president of Frankfort, the Kentucky Air effective program.
He also
strangers and pests of other
tion
as a plant pest in the Investors Mortgage Insurance, Pollution Control Commission recommendeed statewide visible
sorts.
"Obviously we are not going U.S.A., the thistle holds a place Boston, a subsidiary of Con- (KAPCC) learned a statewide emission standards for motor
The inspection
to tell modern young girls how of honor in Scotland where for tinental Investment Corp., also program may no longer be vehicles.
program would probably be
to run their lives, even for the no less than a millennium it has of Boston. "Homes are about required.
All states had been required to incorporated with the existing
period of the competition in been a national emblem. the only thing you can't buy
inspection
vehicle
Atlantic City—other than ex- According to historical lore. with a credit card," said Goss. develop motor vehicle emission motor
"And the usual down payment control programs by an early program.
pecting they will not engage in
one dark night when the Danes asked is 30 per cent."
draft of guidelines developed as a Stork said EPA would not
anything that might reflect on
The young adult, who wants result of the 1970 amendments to award grants before guidelines
themselves or the pageant. were invading the country and
Recent are developed for standardized
We've lifted all restrictions on about ready to take over, one to "fly now and pay later," the Clean Air Act.
of the fierce Danish soldiers looks over a $30,000 home and changes in the guidelines make auto testing procedures and for
questions as well.
"If a journalist wants to ask stepped, barefooted. on a is asked for $9,000 up front. the plan mandatory only in areas repairs. He said these should be
available in January.
what they think of pre-marital thistle. His loud yell of 1,3in "Sorry, man," says the would- of high pollution from autos.
In other action the KAPCC:
be homeowner from the "now" Under federal law, states may
sex or any other of the social
the
from the contact roused
Grouted a one-year
generation, "I don't have that regulate in-use cars. The federal
problems of the day they are at
government sets new auto exemption to regulations to
10 AND 11-YEAR OLD WINNERS:In the 10 and II-year-old division, the winners and Uaeir scores perfect liberty to answer. But sleeping Scots who promptly kind of heavy money."
were, left to right: Tammy Boone, 47; Leeanna Dick, 49: Laurie Crass, 50: Howard Boone,91; Lymi they still need a chaperone to rapped up their weapons and
Eastern Kentucky Rural Electric
That's where IMI, a private emissions standards.
Sullivan, 98; and Nick Hibbard, 108. In this division, the girls played six holes, while the boys played handle anything that might put the enemy to flight.
mortgage insurance company, If need is shown, a motor for installation of control
18 holes.
The motto of the thistle is enters the picture. Working vehicle control program will be equipment.
keep them from concentrating
associa- included in an implementation ._+
Ratified 13 permits to
talent
amansaisaleiMilia
on rehearsing their
Nemo me impune la«.sur--"No with savings and loan
specialty — singing, dancing, one provokes me with tions and commercial and plan to be submitted to the En- construct and 36 permits to
mutual savings banks, IMI will vironmental Protection Agency operate an air contaminant
playing a musical instrument or
impunity v"tihoii I p.15 Ilg for insure the top 20 per cent of the EPA)in January. That plan is a source. Among these was a
lookwhatever—and, of course,
it."
conventional loan. In other design to restore the state's air to permit to Cincinnati Drum
ing their best on the night."
And that is true. With its words, the buyer would have to a level of purity defined by air Service in Ludlow. About $20,000
This year's pageant is the
of controls will be added to the
Slat and the 17th consecutive sharp-pointed leases and prick- put down just $3,000, not $9,000, quality standards.
Eric Stork, acting director of complaint-ridden firm by Mov.
time Bert Parks, as master of ly flowers, it is. indeed, a on that $30,000 "dream house."
ceremonies, will sign that one formidable hut heat/tit-ill ssild- "We might as well face it," the EPA's pollution control 30.
has
Anaconda Alurninu
said Goss, "43 per cent of all program, recommended the
night a year hit.."There She, flower of autumn.
family heads looking at homes KAPCC find the contribution given the go ahead'to construct
is..Miss America." Helping him
are in the 25-40 age bracket. autos make to Kentucky's air the state's largest aluminum
on stage will be Mary Ann
An EPA reduction plant near Sebree. The
They want leverage. They won't pollution problem.
1R59
of
America
Mobley, Miss
wait around from 3 to 6 months representative said Louisville is firm plans to install $11 million of
and her husband, actor Gdry
the only Kentucky city with a controls equipment.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Tabloids for an FHA loan as they're
Collins.
potential motor vehicle emission
-t- Decided to hold one central
Detroit,
Chicago,
in
now
doing
Essay
remarkable
Conservation
most
One of the
for the 1971
problem. There are 53 com- public hearing on the proposed
southeastand
Atlanta
Boston,
America
by
distributed
things about the Miss
Contest have been
munities with potential problems implementation plan rather than
Pageant and other beaut% and the Department of Libraries tc ern Florida. They want action
'in the nation.
and
market,
hold several regional hearings.
the
They're
now.
the
a
throughout
sort
one
of
libraries
contests
talent
public
+ Set the next KAPCC meeting
we try to accommodate them." Stork conditionally recomanother is that no matter where state.
mended the KAPCC seek for Sept. 28.
in the world they are produced
home
a
that
contends
Goss
The tabloids, entitled "Land
they manage to be at the top or
even the second home, is one of
were designed as sup
Use,"
Junior
Golf
Tournament
Club
were
Country
Calloway
the
in
holes
TV
three
tht,
Playing
BEGINNERS:
very near the top of
the best investments in the
student
Kentucky
for
plements
Karen
are
scores:
Brandon,
with
they
their
40:
right,
to
Left
division.
these winners in the beginner
ratings. Marks, partner in a
market today because of tax
con
essay
the
in
participating
and,
2t6,
George
Bell,
Shown,
Tommy
In
33.
Becky Shuffett, 48; Susan Crass, 51; Hal Hendricks, 21;
distinguished brokerage house,
concessions. The Internal RevMiirgaret Shuffett and has given this phenomenon test.
charge of the junior grill activities at the club this summer have been
enue Service, he says, now
The annual contest is spon.
Mrs. Jerlene Sullivan. Corky Taylor has worked with the biginners each week throughout the season. considerable grateful thought
allows up to 200 per cent
anO
ournal
Courier-J
the
by
sored
Photos By M.C. Garrott
"1 think it's due to three
•epreciation on a new structure
ir
Times
Louisville
things," he said. "First girl The
an offset to income derived
as
Kentucky
with thtP
is obviously an cooperation
watching
from the property itself. This
ConWater
and
Soil
of
Assn.
SIGNED
BAGGED THE BOSS
international sport. So. '
as the potential of lowering
'TM DEATH OR DIVORCE...' CONTRACTS
CORVALLIS, Ore. (UP!)— there's the mix of competition, servation Districts and the the cost basis of the profit to
SANTA FE, N.M. (UPI)—
of
Department
Police in Santa Fe aren't LONDON (UPI) — Marriage Football contracts for 1979 and the chance to match your own Kentucky
zero and permits an investor to
choosy about who they nail for vows are too romantic, accord- 1983 have been signed by the choice
ce against the eventual one Education.
take a profit as a capital gain.
year's
this
of
subject
The
speeding violations.
Rev. Harold University of North Carolina of the judges and the suspas
to the
ing
Effect
and Oregon State University, it before the winners are an- contest is "Land Use—Its
Tuesday, Officer John Devico Goodwin.
Environment."
COACH APPOINTED
was announced Tuesday.
stopped a car speeding 70 miles
nounced. And third, 'it is On My Land
The tabloids have also been
Addressing a London meeting
per hour in a zone posted at 55
escapism and that's something
schools SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (UPI)
Wednesday night, Goodwin said METS IN PARIS
the world needs at any time distributed to all
miles per hour.
it —The Springfield Kings of the
Because
Kentucky.
throughout
boss,
part"
do
us
Devico's
mePARIS (UM—Parking
Inside was
the vow "till death
and perhaps especially today•"
American Hockey League Wedsufficient
print
to
impossible
was
Santa Fe Mayor George Gon- was unrealistic for young lovers ters were being installed in
Among the 50 beauties this
that every nesday announced the' appointand should be replaced by one Paris for the first time today. year is a black contestant—only numbers of tabloids so
zales.
ment of Gary Dineen, 27, as
WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD, you might put it, is
Gonzales later called Devico's applying to divorcees as well a Workers were marking off the second in the history of the student may have one, the copies
manageneral
coach
and
head
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan. He is visiting a
Israeli
libraries
the
to
distributed
were
shift commander to commend couples marrying for the firs areas for the pay zones ,near pageant --Pat Patterson 22, of
ger.
popular Arab resort, Netanya, in Israel.
use.
reference
for
church.
Madeleine
time.
the officer for his action.
Gary,
Indiana.
the
FRANKFORT, Ky.—In an age
when people think today's music
all sounds the same,five students
at Kentucky State College are
producing their own sound. The
sound is "unique and different—a
cross between rock and roll, jazz
and spiritual" according to Jerry
oiler of Agriculture Butler, a successful recording
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Construction
Of Homes Will
Aid Economy

Miss America
Pageant Set
Sept. 11

1.

More Classified
Ads on Pages
12 & 13
Kentucky May Not Need
Car Emmission Program

Conservation Essay
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ISEM11011-PAVAILD

BONI"ADS
HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFVERED

FOR RENT

PERSON to do EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
111811111•11111.11111IIMINIP WANTED: one or two days per college girl. 1628 Hamilton
housework,

4t.****************** ********44
$
For More Information on the Following Listings
Call 753-7724
41

41

ON DODSON AVENUE WE HAVE A real nice three
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room,
electric heat. This house is a bargain it $22,000.00.

41 4 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON 641 we have a lovely 3
41 bedroom brick home on 5 acres with some woods. 825,000.00.
NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.
41 Buyer can select colors, carpet.
2ceramic tile baths, built/
11
41 in range and oven,central gas heat and central air. You must
see this. Priced at $23,700.00
41

41

41

320 ACRES CIVEN LAND 2,
02 mileS East of New Concord.
$38,400.00.
(

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN A BEAUTIFUL 12'x60
mobile home located on a fine lake view lot at Pine Bluff
Shores. This home is two years old, central heat and air, 4 112 baths and well equipped for year around
/
bedrooms, 11
living. 250 Feet from the water. A Fine buy at $9,000.00.
FOR SALE

LOVELY WATERFRONT HOME AT PINE BLUFF Shores.
Central heat and air, basement, built-in range and oven.
$29,950.00.
ONE LOVELY WOODED LOT IN OAK'S Subdivision.
FIRST WOODED LOT SOUTH OF Dudley Street on East
side of Meadow Lane. 125':170'. A real buy at $3,500.00.

A27C 41
week. Only two in family. Must Ave.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON 641, 3/
2 Miles South. 9,000
1
Route
41
furnish transportation. Phone
FRAME HOUSE AND 5 ACRES ON OLD Paris Road,
square feet. Formerly the Smith Ham House.
BRICK
farm
home,
MODERN
A30C
753-2403.
41
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.
2 miles from Murray, North on
1
8/
NEW HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3
11 a
ii 1,
6411111
0
1
WANTED: NIGHT watchman, 641. Unusually nice. Carpeting, 41 bedrooms, large den,
2 baths, built-in ON KEENLAND DRIVE IS A REAL SHARP 3 bedroom
/
baseboard heat, 11
a-,.a....•'"" •
$125.00
garage.
attached
drapes,
for
time
part
full time and
range and oven. City water. A lovely home at only $20,000.00. brick with central heat and air. 2 tiled baths, kitchen with
ROACHES
A27C
436-5479.
Phone
weekends. An equal opportunity per month.
cabinets galore. All carpeted in tip-top condition. Fenced
Canry Gann'
,11!
:14
:
Z
)
Employer. Send resume to P.O.
41 IN COLDWATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4 back yard,
patio. Nice shrubbery and roses. Drapereries
NICE FURNISHED apartnend
KenMurray,
Box 32-B,
bedrooms and 2 baths. Central beat and air. Anderson in- included and ready to move right in. $24,500.00.
crn 1.001
near campus, reasonable and
1
4
A30C
tucky.
1
1.
with bath. Also sleeping rooms
PESTS
41 sulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.
11'
call, we
Please
boys.
college
for
two bedroom frame home
NEED MONEY? Sell Knapp
THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3 ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121. Nice
may have what you need. Day,
Sheet rack interior, fireplace and
water.
city
lot,
large
on
Shoes...Part time or full time. No
bedrooms, brick veneer with central beat and air. 11
2 Baths,
/
TFC
7534365, night 753-2891.
garage. $10,500.
investment. Send for free selling
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
plus
commissions
kit. High
11e.)
oven, city water. $28,000.00.
LOVELY TWO STORY HOME ON DUDLEY DRIVE. Four a.
bonus. Write to E. M. Bistow, UNFURNISHED HOUSE for
hours
24
Brockton, college girls or a family. Newly
Shows,
bedrooms and 3 baths. Double garage, fireplace, patio. ty
Knapp
Do not be deceived! Termites work
AT 1513 KIRKWOOD, 4 bedroom brick, fire-place, formal
near
A28C decorated,
Ai
located
Eleven closets, all built-ins. Central air and heat. You should `J"
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer Massachusetts 02401.
dining room, large living room, double garage, extra large
A.28P
just see Inside this home. $43,000.
University. Call 753-3623.
storage room and well landscaped lawn. This house has been
AUCTION SALE
reduced to $36,000.00.
APARTMENT
ON 121 viEs-r, 14 ACRES and three bedroom,two bath home ta,
-BEDROOM
2
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, unfurnished on Elm Street.
with a furnished garage apartment included. Concrete block
41
DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story stock barn and other outbuildings. Fireplace and basement ‘T.
August M,1:00 p.m. rain or shine
Married couple, no children.
Aind
carpeting,
brick
nice
1705.
at
baths,
2
1
four
/
2
Has
bedrooms,
at 402 South 8th Street next to
A28C
Transferrable loan, garage. $31,750.
Phone 436-2326.
all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
Bell's Grocery at the late Mr.
4.3 garage. Price only $14,000.00
Tom Williams home.
40 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home 11,
2-BEDROOM TRAILER, air100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Will sell; refrigerator-freezer
about I mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. V4,500.
conditioned, shady lot, $48.00
combination, Philco cook stove,
Phone 7531914 Day or Nite
AMC
month. Call 489-2595.
beautiful
a
have
we
$41
OFF
JUST
THREE MILES NORTH,
dining room suite with six chairs,
A FINE 28 ACRE TRACT is waiting for some one. Four miles lie
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeafs
3 bedroom brick. Has large den with fire-place, lots of closets
real nice living room suite, poster
Murray on Penny Road. 18.5 acres tenable, 7.5 acres
from
TWO BEDROOM trailer, ten
1 and built-ins, book shelves, two car garage, plus another
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
bedroom suite, Zenith TV, like
miles from Murray. Private lot. 11 unattached two car garage. 14 acre lot, plenty of shade. wooded,all fenced with well and lovely building site. Priced
air
Member Chamber of Commerce new. Radio, cook ware, dresser, Two students or couple
A
,
at only $12,800.
•szs,soo.00.
chest of drawers, springs and
preferred. Also 60:100 lot for
mattress, chifferobe, cedar
BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
DAILY CHILD care in my home FURNITURE REFINISHING. wardrobe, vacuum cleaner, trailer with access to lake. Phone • IN KIRICSEY WE HAVE A GOOD SOLID frame, 3 HERE'S A
College Farm Road. This house is completely
1702
at
$22,500
SIC
753-4776.
near University. Phone 753• bedrooms, living room, family room, large kitchen, utility
All work guaranteed. Free pick- rocking chairs, porch swing and
the inside with fenced in backyard, m i t see gon
redecorated
7276.
A3OP up and delivery. Free estimate. lawn furniture. Hand tools of all
41 room, bath and 2 acre lot. Here is a good buy at $11,350.00.
this house to appreciate.
Jerry
finish.
Antique or natural
kinds, antique Seth Thomas
41
PROFESSIONAL, EX: McCoy,753-3045.
S3OP clock, lamps, glass-ware, iron
AT 1218 DOGWOOD IS ONE OF THE FINER homes In
41
PERTENCED painter, will work
ware, sewing machine, old iron
v. MILE NORTH OF STELLA, REAL NICE 3 bedroom Murray. A dream. Five bedroom.i, brick veneer, all built-ins
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
cook-stove. Lots of other items
• brick. Has formal dining room, family room, living room, on a beautiful shady lot, Quality plus stands out. $52,500.
ar
has own equipment. Call 48941 kitchen with built-ins, some carpet, 2 baths, also a large
and
your
rent
to
applies
too numerous to mention.
Wells
Plastic
4"
Sept.7C
=7.
We will enjoy having you,come
41 shop building in back. Located on 100'x200' lot. This place is LOOKING FOR A LOVELY THREE bedroom brick veneer 4.
AYLOR WELL
and
be with .. us. Terry the purchase at
a bargain at $26,250.00.
house with a 20 x 40 swimming pool? STOP LOOKING-SEE
WILL DO trash hauling,
DRILLING
A27C
Shoemaker,Auctioneer.
1305 Kirkwood. Central air, all built-ins and in a wonderful
reasonable rates. Phone 753Phone Puryear, Tenn.
41 NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. 2 bedrooms location. Best Part-Only $28,300.
,
A31C
6130.
247-5556
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
It on each side, built-in kitchen and carpet. Price $25,500.00.
/1*
August 28, 1971, 10:00 a.m. at
Complete Well
HERE IS SOME FINE INVESTMENT PROPERTY for
WILL DO sewing in my home.
41
2
1
/
3
dining
in the Dixieland Center
Harley Collins home, located
Service
AT 1705 JOHNSON,4 BEDROOM BRICK. Has formal
$47,000. 1311 West Main has 9 apartments, 6 in rear and 3 in ein
Mrs. Floyd Barrow, phone 49241
miles Fast of Alrno, Kentucky.
g
room,2 baths,living room,family room, utility room, double front and all rented for the Fall semester. All apartments are i
A27C
8445.
t garage, patio and just across the street from new high school. furnished.
Selling RCA Television and THREE ROOM duplex. Stove
"" •
record player, good condition; and refrigerator furnished
631,900.00.
WILL DO house-work, also baby&hog daring the day. phone 431- WILL DO babysitting in my one coffee table and end tables; Phone 753-1246 or 7534045. AMC
41
BRICK,about 2 years
Phone 753-5991.
AMC two couches and chairs; two
home.
ON CATALINA DRIVE,2 BEDROOM
A NEW TWO BEDROOM house located in Baywood Vista 11'
A27C
5615.
Ashley wood heaters, one with ROOMS FOR girls Private or 41 old. Real nice, has large kitchen, living room, bath, garage. with all conveniences is waiting for someone. It could be tie
At the low price of $18,900.00.
yours for only $11,500.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back WILL DO baby-sitting in your jacket; one small coal heater; double; refrigerator; central
11"
home, week days. Phone 753platform rocker; chest of heat and air; private entrance.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753.
gi
Vine,
1405
at
house
frame
BEDROOM
TWO
BEAUTIFUL
5477.
A
428C drawers; dresser; one iron bed 500' from campus. Phone 753ON HIVING COBB ROAD, JUST ACROSS THE street from
Sept.21
5932.
,
all carpet, den with completely redecorated inside and outside with a one car it
frame,
bedroom
3
Grocery,
with springs and mattress; 6079.
Marvin's
SIC
to imagine but seeing is .i
Hard
$15,000.
only
and
garage
a
is
house
This
eLEAL ESTATE FOR SALE (LEAL ESTATE FOR SALE wardrobe; 2electric heaters; two
baths.
11,4,
kitchen,
room,
living
lire-place,
believing.
refrigerators; two kitchen FURNISHED FOUR room cabin, 41 steal at 812,500.00. Also has a one acre lot.
11.
cabinets; one dinette suite with 12 miles from Murray on Boatnice
a
have
we
BYPASS
AND
four chairs; wringer washer with wright Road. If married and have
AT tiORT'H 16TH STREET
145 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of
twin tubs; electric dryer; 2 reference contact Tony Shuffit,
house on corner, business lot. Also good vacant la Ideal spot
Lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be
shotguns, 20 gauge, like new, 410 304 Moore St., Sikeston, Mo., * for business of most any kind. Call us and take a look at this
RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048
developed. $51,750.
electric
guitar and am- 63801. Phone 314-471-1647 after
gauge;
Tine property.
1
1.
plifier; new sewing machine 5:00p.m.
PHONE
SIC 4g
brick
lovely
a
bedroom
is
three
18th
NORTH
veneer
104
29 ACRES 1 MILE EAST OF TRI CITY on Highway 94• 2
cabinet; stone jars; electric
(5;2) 3544559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
bedroom frame, stock barn, good fence, part wooded Price house. Two baths, one car garage and plenty of closet space 13.
fence charger; one pony, 3,4 size, TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x55',
ON KENTUCKY 80
on a good size lot. Must see this one-S26,000.
816,800.00.
works good.
11"
electric
heat and air1948 Ford Ferguson tractor, conditioning. Three
miles from
farm
an
fine
with
real
land
of
acre
ACRES
63
IS
HkRE
d'
fish
have
we
94
Highway
2 MILES EAST OF
/
ON FAXON ROAD 11
plow, disc, cultivator; one Murray. Phone
753-7856 or 753about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
of land
pond
acres
20
on
frame
and
brick
REASONABLY PRICED-RANK FINANCING
bedroom
3
nice
real
a
Remington PL-55 Chain saw, like =3.
tio
SIC
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-817,000.
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
new; riding lawn mower; 100
cedar fence posts; Number of TRAILER
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
SPACES near Ken- 41 NICE BRICK HOME ON 4 ACRES at Junction of 280 and 614
small items to numerous to tucky Lake, located
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL
off Highway
near lake. Has 3 bedrooms, famiily room, and kitchen
mention. Come out and buy 444 near New
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at $15,750 is too good
Concord. All 41 combination. Nice outside storage building. People are
things you need and want.
of a bargain to pass up.
11°
in.
utilities
Elaine
436-2197.
SIC
As moving to town, must sell. Price 623,500.00.
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
Sale by Knotts Auction Service,
if'
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 471-134B or 471-1716
Hardin, Kentucky, 436-4666. Our UNFURNISHED
LYNN GROVE. A THREE BEDROOM with family room and /1"
DOWNSTAIRS
REAL FINE DUPLEX ON DODSON Ave.has 3 bedrooms on
service doesn't cost, it pays. A27C two bedroom
apartment, for
2 baths, carport and I*
/
carpet. Nice'llAand the owner will sell or trade study on one acre lot. Also has carpet, 11
all
side,
each
Yourselfer"
It
FOR A "Do
couples with no more than 2
HELP WANTED
city water. Priced-$20,500.
FOR
RENT
home..
nice
for
house partially remodelled,some
11'
children. Gas heat. 8th and Vine. 41
additional material included, PAINTERS WANTED; ex- NICE TWO bedroom furnished 875.00 per month.Phone 753WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
MILES
FOUR
on
Road
limits
Fork
WEST
111.
CITY
West
,
MILES
OF
FIVE
two acres on scenic hill location perienced only. $4.50 and better apartment. Carpeted, air- 9293.
AMC 41 can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
A30C
Nearly new-3 bedroom brick veneer, two baths, all built-ins,ir
at New Concord. $6,500.-Miller R. per holtr. Phone 753-1710.
heat.
electric
and
bath
with
house
frame
University.
conditioned. Near
on paved road and ½ acre lot. Priced 826300
E.,753-5064 Neubauer 753TWO CAR clean-up shop. Phone 41
EXPERIENCED typist, Phone 753-7550 after 5:00
AMC FAST
7531
three
with
1
4
HOME
BRICK
1611 KIRKWOOD IS A LOVELY
A77C
A30C 753-3018.
approltraately 4 hours each p.m.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,central heat and air, lie
bedrooms, two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
afternoon from 2:00 till work is
all built-ins, at 1620 Catalina. Priced to sell-$19,500
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
garage. $25,500.
opportunity
equal
An
completed.
PEEL &
employer. Reply to P. 0. Box 32- living room, kitchen, bathroom
INC.
LARGE SWIMMING POOL AND FENCED yard with this THREE BEDROOM CONCRETE BLOCK house on 3 acre 11*
A27C with shower and bath. 1 or 2
B,Murray,Kentucky.
bedrooms. Zimerman Apart- Nice furnished apartment fo
three bedroom modern brick home. All built-Ms at 1705 lot. 6 miles east of town on Cahoon Road. Can be seen $1.
1120 Main Street
anytime-$12,600.
College Farm Rd. $24,000.
WANTED ments, South 16th Street Phone college girls. Also privat
'HOMEWORKERS
Benton. Kentucky
with
kitchen
rooms
7534609.
A30C
privilege
'part-time,full-time work at home
for college boys. Phone 753IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
mailing our circulars. For details
Tel. 502-527-8621
41 brick home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
stamped ROOMS FOR GIRLS, with kit days and 753-5108 after 5 p.m
self-addressed,
rush
Night Phone 527-8710 Itrivelope and 35c to US Engarage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.
at 1509 Sycamore. $24,000.
chen facilities. Located 162
527-5051 terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, Hamilton.Phone 753-3402.
3-bedroom home over 2000
FURNISHkD BASEMENT
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
sq It, built-hi kitchen,
FURNISHED apartment, 3 rooms, nice and
COMPLETELY
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
2 baths,
/
corner fireplace, 11
Kentucky Lake. Rent clean. Outside entrance. Water
house keeper,4 days a week,9:00 cottage on
2 acres,
/
.dishwasher, 11
month or year. Phone and heat paid..Phoneni3a.m.till 5:00 p.m. Daytime phone by week,
priced to sell $17,000, near
TFC 41
TFC 1739.
5:00 p.m.
after
436-5679
753-1857 or after 5:30,753Hardin.
A28C
6342
BEDROOM duplex with
CONTRY HOME. 3 bedrooms. TWO
41
26-acres, 1000' Ky. Lake
LADIES, DO you need extra outbuildings. On 60 acre lake. 33 central heat and air, fully car1
4
outlets
for
for
with
Frontage, ideal
peted
washer
and
money for new fall fashions. acres. Ag couple or college
development or camMake excellent earnings in your students. 753-4490 after 7 p.m. dryer. Close to University. Phone
pground $45,000.
S2C
A2OC 753-9741.
spare time as a Vanda Beauty References.
Counselor. For interview -ap2 acres in Aurora with
/
21
A27C
pointment call 753-1711.
8000 modern all electric
TWO BEDROOM house, furTURN YOUR spare time into
building. $35,000.
nished, air-conditipned, large
Money. Need 3 men to earn $50.00
yard. Available September 1st.
BY OWNER;four bedroom brick to $80.00 weekly. Must be neat, $135.00 per month: 1637 Catalina
A30C
tri-level house, located at Cadiz, have a car and phone. For ap- Drive. Phone 753-2527.
A3OP
Kentucky. Large living, dining pointment call 753-1442.
and kitchen area, den, utlitiy
room, 11
2 baths, carport and SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 boys
/
large lot. Phone Cadiz, Ky., 522- needs a mechanic. Please apply or 4 girls. Call Tom Alexander,
S7C
6515 after 5:30 week days or in person,
TFC 753-3827 or 753-1713.
anytime on weekends.
A27C
TIlitAUTIS
Eat Yoar Home

PA6E-T31111
.
TEEN

SPRHIRS
11/11 Are poison
.4
10

41

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

4:
41

41

41

41

41
4:

4'
4t
41
4:
+4

Explore 1
from the S
enjoyment

Join Thl

• OPEN: 441-.21

41

41

41

4

Rent A,Piano
or Organ

I

Leach's
Music & TV

41

4
4:
IP
RGEST V ARIET
.n
I
Kentucky. No
ices. Country Boy
y Surplus Foil
m Hopkinsville, J
i7ndi 164. Open Sunda
'
.
.
,
RGUSON MOI
actor with rebuilt n
.t
• 1 Volvo automobi
+w.Phone 436-2147.

l

0, USED, reb
mg. Jetton &
kiles di Service, (
'Mayfield. Evening a
4Ihone 247-8522.

4
41

41
41
41
4g

41
4:

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

a.

+

KENTUCKY LAKE

41
41
4:
41
+

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

41

CLYDE WILSON

4:
41

HOLLAND

FOR RENT

41
4:
41
4:
41
41

4.4.
41

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings

More

'For Rent'

on Page 11

41

a
PC
a3 EQUIPII
115 South

CI

mommomummum

ci.4961 TRIUMPH TR:
ecked but all meet
otkood.$200.00. Phone
41359.

4
.41971 HONDA 350. F
Tennessee,642-7009.

PCHPLE HULL pea
itomatoes. Phone 753-

TWO AUTOMATIC h
Phone 492-8622.

10'x50' LIBERTY t)
trailer, furnished.
into. Located at
Trailer Court. Phone
2751.

-06.16s..sZisizanskiS

13-

Nur

11-

Now is
Nursery sl

901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 53-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761
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Call
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•

Call
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HOT* Of
"ALL YOU
CAN EAT"

Explore the world of Seafoods gathered
from the Seven Seas! Prepared for your
enjoyment by our own secret recipes.

4: 44 OPEN . 4-10 Tue -Thurs

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

4-11 Fri -Sat
12-10 Sundays

a
1
%

Call or come by for further information and appointments.

AR-15(M-16 Rifle), 1500 rounds of BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
ammunition. Phone 753for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
MSC purchase. Lonardo
8331.
Company, across from Post
A27C
Office, Paris, Tenn.
SOUP'S on, the rug that is, clean
new
Rent
with Blue Lustre.
so No im Nio as alp
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
A28C
Well".

t.s

YOU'LL NEVER know how clean
..that rug will be till you try Blue
14' ALUMINUM RUNABOUT, 35 Lustre. Rent a shampooer for
GEST VARIETY of pistols HP. motor, tilt, trailer, $4
50.00. only $1.00, Big K.
A28C
y. No increase in Call 753-8964
. Kentuck
. Country Boy Stores, the
y Surplus Folks. 9 miles
m Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
FRI., SAT. & MON. ONLY!
.I7& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Aug30C
shed Furniture-Art Supplies
-Unfini
Mirrors
..iLm•
Many Items /713 of the Original Price
RGUSON MODEL TO-20
Others 112 Price
ctor with rebuilt motor. Also a
Many Other Assorted Items at
ts,
Remnan
Carpet
chain
and
ile
automob
1 Volvo
A30C
411w.Phone 436-2147.
50% to 60% Off
N

PRE-INVENTORY SALE

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

eniANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning,
Phone 753-3321
Southside Shopping Center
repairing. Jetton & Dyer Plano
Sales & Service, Cuba Road,
21FT. DEEP freeze, 35MM
-Mayfield. Evening and SaturdayWHITE TOY Poodle, 11 weeks Minolta Camera, Grandmother
TFC old. ARC registered. Call 753-7736
Shone 247-8572.
A28C clock. Call 492-8473 after
after five.
AMP
I' 4:00.
JUIMIMMIIMMIMIMMMMIMMWMINIMMMIMP
a
R RUNABOUT, 80
E 1971 WINNE
horse power Mercury motor. Call
A28C
753-4647.
e..

NEW or RECONDITIONED

TYPEWRITERS

H&R BLOCK

602 Poplar Si., Murray, 753-6251
I
IFL

Poplar St., Murray, 753-6251

will send you
free information
on how you can

a:
aC

* Financing
Available

I
POOL OFFICE
I EQUIPMENT lit SUPPLIES
Phone 753-1763

SALE

Nursery Stock

Now is a good time to plant
Nursery stock grown in containers.

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER
500 N. 4th
S.

S.

\%•%%%\‘‘SS•N\
\SS •SSss s\.%,

e
:
IT'S NOT THE HIGH CHAPARRAL
ed
decorat
Newly
But it is spacious at 304 North 4th Street.
potential for :
e
rambling brick home with three apartments and
lot close to :
ial
commerc
Big
offices.
great
e
4th apartment or
dish- 0,0
downtown. House is complete with drapes, carpets,
formal
washer, disposal, range and oven, built-in grill,
IATE
dining, fire-place. All this for only $31,800.00. IMMED
oP
POSSESSION.
c;

MADE TO LIVE IN
At 1503 Belmont. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, very attractive and
beautifully appointed. Kitchen has abundance of fine
cabinets with dishwasher, disposal, built-in range and oven.
Bie landscaped patio, 2 car garage, beautiful carpets, and
drapes. A real bargain at $29,500.00.

* Trade-In
Accepted

Hollies, Rhododendrons, Mahonia,
Nandinas, Pyracantha, Abelia,
Evonymous Junipers, Pin Oak and
Others. EXTRA NICE AZALEAS -$1.50

WANT A COUNTRY HOME
cc
on
Penny. Good house, rich land bordered
in
acres
With 14
apartment too. A real :
0
two sides by excellent roads. Rental
buy for $18,000.00.

SPACE HERE ON DODSON
Really big living room with fire-place, 3 bedrooms, 1;'2 bath,
carpets, dining room, patio, big yard with large outside
. A
storage. Ideally located to University and shopping
bargain at $24,000.00.

I I"Et

BRAND NEW Zenith High- '65 DODGE 2 DOOR. Real good
; fidelity Solid State Stereo, running shape. Call before noon
featuring 40-W Solid State Am- or after 6:00p.m.753.4690. SIC
plifier and matching Solid State
radio. 1964 BELVEDERE Plymouth, 4
FM-AM Stereo, FM
Early American design cabinet, door, 6 cylinder automatic. Very
slightly damaged. $190.00. Can be good condition. Cheap. If inA30C
inspected at Paschall Truck Line terested phone 7534243.
A30C
Dock.
--T
WANT TO BUY
and
COUCH & CHAIR, couch is in 'ANT TO BUY; lobs for
have
Also
timber.
standing
needs
good condition, chair
and sawdust.
reupholstering. Both for price of sale lumber
Saw,MM and Lumberl
'Hurray
a3oc
753-7979.
825.00. Phone
TFC
Co, Rlione 753-4147

cc
0:'
a

SOME WOODED
DESIRABLE HOME SITES
e, near new high
Sycamor
rough
Gatesbo
od
ICingswo
e
:
school Oakdale Near Martin's Chapel Calloway
Avenue North 18th Street Farmer Avenue zoned for
Bagwell Manor.
Duplex

YOU WON'T FIND IT
but it is for
We don't have a sign on this house in Gatesboro
sale. Shag carpet throughout,large closets, three bedrooms,
2tt baths .ying room,formal dining room, convenient fully
equippeflitben and den with fire-place, opens to patio with
grill.

Sind nen*. niormabon .400 por

1.1.mmeTaxCeuree

ONE YEAR old male Pek-APoo,
house broke, friendly. Must sell DOG OBEDIENCE training
because of allergies. Call 753-4555 classes, starting, August 31st in
A2811 Paris, Tennessee. Phone 901-642after 5:00p.m.
aC
A272
4200.
CREOSOTED POLES for pole H & R USED FURNITURE is
barn construction, utility poles open three days a week 10:00 till 0C
1
.
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
6:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
nice used furniture and
1TC Lots of
Kentucky.
1
Lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676. .
AMC
.
753-4716
Home phone
aC
WORK SHOP,about 12'x20', new
roof, wood construction. Would OVERWEIGHT?? The only safe aC
like to sell immediately. Phone way to lose weight and inches 0.0
A30C
753-7895.
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962. 0C
S.30C
Weight loss guaranteed.
SI
HOUSE SALE; Friday and
of
chest
set,
Bedroom
y.
Saturda
6th
South
GARAGE SALE, 518
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
g 115 South 4th Street
drawers, refrigerator, stove, Street, Murray, Friday and
753Phone
ends.
and
odds
rugs,
Saturday. Picture clocks, Movie
A3OP
5561.
0,0
a and projector, etc.
..camer
um4
iumilininiumminiumnimmilmini
A28P
Phone 753-8210.
_ molPhiimulniminniumin
ONE YORKSHIRE Boar for sale. TWO LOUNGE chairs and ot'11961 TRIUMPH TR3. Front end
toman, excellent. Solid cherry INEZ GREEN Beauty Shop will
753-8419 after 7:00
wrecked but all mechanical parts Phone
A28NC end tables and corner table; be open only 3 days a week,
p.m.
ood.$200.00. Phone 753Early American desk chair; two starting Thursday, Friday and
A27C
TRAILER 10'x52'. Number 80, walnut and cork table lamps; Saturday. September 2nd. Each
Shady Oaks 'frillier Court. See new portable TV stand; Johnny week there after only by apLightening racing set; girl's shoe- pointment. Phone 436-5471.,
1971 HONDA 350. Phone Paris, Jack Norsworthy or call 489. A30C
A28( 2691.
A31C skates, size 3;.Indian Tee Pee; Route 5.
Tennessee,642-7009.
toys excellent. Car vacuum, 12
volt, new; 670-15 lugged tire CAR WASH, -fly automatic,
"- PURPLE HULL peas, also a few
BABY BED with mattress.
(-'rifle reloading equip- Robo type, located in Louisville.
chains;
tomatoes. Phone 753-6354. A27C
A27C
Phone 753-3537.
ment; antique telephone in- Will move to your location for
A30C half of original cost. Inquire to;
. Phone 753-6136.
TWO AUTOMATIC hog waterers.
NG washer sulators
A27C HOTPOINT MATCHI
Phone 492-8622.
Car Wash, 1005 Girard Ct.,
and dryer, $85.00; roll-a-way bed,
Y spool bed, Louisville, Ky. 40222. Area code
CHERR
E
ANTIQU
excellent condition, $20.00. Set of
ITC
10'360' LIBERTY two bedroom
i1 iind springs. Excellent 502-425-6079.
twin beds, padded head boards ,rnattres
move
to
y
ed.Wead
n Console black and
conditio
4'f trailer, furnish
without mattress. $30.00. Piano
to the
Into. Located at Shady Oaks
white tlevision, 21" screen. FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS
antique, needs repair. 125.00.
A30C Paducah Sun Democrat call
753-7238.
Phone
Trailer Court. Phone 767A27C
A28C
Cortez Byers,7534354.
A31C Phone 753-9660
2751•
larger,
FOUR RUGS 9'xl2" and
%,%,
OSS •
.S.SSS,SSSOS SS %%%%%%% SS%•%
AUTOS FOR SALE
double springs and mattress,
blinds
venetian
couch,
1968 VOLKSWAGEN BUG, good
sofa-bed
10), other items. Priced low. 603 condition,$900.00. Phone 435ArP
e Vine Street, Friday after 5:00 5791.
A28P
p.m.,all day Saturday.
1969 FORD Galaxie 500, 4 door
GARAGE SALE, 1707 Johnson, sedan. V8 automatic, vinyl roof.
Saturday, August 28, 8:00 a.m. Excellent condition. Phone 753.Clothes,stereo, bar, dishes, desk, 5573 between 8:00 a.m. and 5 00
A3IC
ITC p.m.
and other items.

20%Off

SUGAR CREEK AREA
300 acres of farm land. Good for developing. Has cottage and
lake front, $68,500.00.

GARAGE SALE
Yes, a double car garage for sale at 1398 Johnson Blvd. includes 3 bedrooms, two full baths, living room, den, fully
equipped kitchen with refrigerator and freezer, extra large
utility room, storage space galore and built-in desks.

THiS COPON

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

PONDAROSA
Large fenced cattle farm, with year round water and lush
head of registered
pasture. Took us 30 minutes to Find 80
Angus. Grass is growing faster than they eat it. 425 acres
with holding pens for $65,000.00.

IS THAT MOVING VAN ON THE WAY?
You can be settled by nite-fall in this white frame on Broad
St. Full basement with bath, main floor offers 3 bedrooms,
bath,living room,dining room and kitchen with built-in oven,
plus 2 fire-places. Upstairs a completely private three r000m
apartment with ,bath. Too good not to investigate at
$16,950.00.

;mat AP-

4:

4:
'
4

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HOUSE HUNTING?

LEBLANC B-FLAT clarinet, BILL REDICK is now associated
used only 2 years. Excellent with Roffler of Murray in the
condition. Phone 753-1329. &IOC Central Shopping Center. A27C

Join The Crowd At The Kitchen

Captailf5 Rittben

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

of SMALL FARM; good location; TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
A Enduro, size 90. APPROXIMATELY 3 acres
SIX ACRES of Jap hay. Phone 1970 YAMAH
on
land
k4
97,
Highway
mile
from business or future investment den, living room, bath. Range THINKING OF retiring, in5:00
A27C Phone 753-6361 after
753-3629.
Tri City. Large landscaped One mile East Murray, ap- and refrigerator included. All vesting or just getting away for a
A30C
p.m.
frontage, 300' wide. Beautiful proximately 10 acres pasture. new carpet. Large lot with out- spell?? "Large" beautiful lots on
TWO BASSETT Hounds. Phone
building site or suitable for Hog wire fencing, stables, water. side storage. Call Gene Landolt Kentucky Lake at Keniana
NOTICE
AMC
7534072.
subdividing into smaller lots. Cozy older 7 room house, modern. at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00 shores for $695.00 and $1395.00.
TFC Low down payment and monthly
p.m.
WE ARE ready now to deliver or Phone 753-4076.
A27C For appointment call 753vein
TFC SMALL AD, small house, big payments insures your future
BOX SPRINGS and mattress, take your order for six
4147
stoker or four by seven lump MODERN TWO bedroom house
for future home
like new. $50.00. Phone 753value. Two bedroom house on 641 plans., whether
A28P
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice Si on one acre east of New Concord
park a mobile
to
place
a
6902.
or
site
from
North about 5 miles
on Mt. Carmell-Valentine Road,
for inCoal Service,406 South 4th
436-5320
Call
home.
' in Sherwood
LOT,
105'x160
Murray, city water. $9,50(L Miller
Sept.11C $7,500. Miller Real Estate, 418
A28C
BREAKFAST TABLE and Street.
Forrest,Phone 753-7358 after 4:00 R. E., 418 Main Street, 753-5064 spection.
Main St., 502-753-5064. Neubauer
chairs, books, new and old;
TFC
p.m.
7534531
SerA28C
&
r
Neubaue 753-7531.
ELECTROLI/X SALES
A28C
shoes, ladies and mens; other
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., Clit•-• 6.40"06
' "t0
tt
t't'
miscellaneous items. Plentiful
?"""""""""t't'
toVirire?V27,n2t1247*Z"e
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 4) 6
supply. Cheap. Phone 753TFC
y.
A28C mington, Kentuck
2959.

0 e as
I.a. -.•

or •

Fall SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LISTEN TO THE QUIET
In your Center Ridge cabin located on a large lakefront lot.
Let us show you this one on Blood River, with great fishing.
Has large garage, boat house and dock.$26,500, but make an
offer. Owner insists we sell this property soon. IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION.

LIKE PLOliANIT SURPRISES?
1710
It's so comfortable be won't leave it. located on
Central heat
Audubon Drive, this home has all the extras.
everything,
and air, 4 bedrooms, 21.'2 baths, kitchen has
bar and
with
room
family
art,
of
work
formal dining room is
draped, 2 car garage. True
and
carpeted
ly
complete
patio,
luxury for only $36,750.00.

NEED HELP!!
With your downpayment? Owner will assist in buying this
1312 Kirkwood brick home, 3 bedrooms, large living room
and kitchen for $18,000.00.

LAKE FRONT LOTS
IF YOU'RE A YARD MAN
a Shores.
Panoram
and
Bluff
Pine
In
ge Drive.
You'll be excited over this acre of land on Hermita
s,
bedroom
4
with
interior
The wife will love the spacious
NEAT FURNISHED CABIN IN
kitchen with-living room, formal dining room, convenient
bedrooms, one bath, electric heat and air-2
a.
Panoram
built-ins, den with fire-place, two full baths, and closets
$13,900.00. Live on the lake.
for
ned
conditio
galore. IMMEDIATE POSSF-SION.
FARM CHARM
104 Acres 2 miles North of Kirksey has 10 acre corn base,
get this!!! 114,000.00. Has big spring.
frame house for

IN A HURRY?
MOVE IN TOMORROW
with
This three bedroom, living room, dining room, kitchen
and
into
move
to
Reaay
g.
carpetin
new
g
featurin
den is
priced right, $20,750.00.

COLDWATER COUNTRY
52are farm,frontage on Hwy.121 for just $14,000.00.

TIRED OF RUSHING TO WORK EVERY DAY?
while the
Invest in this great income property and sleep late
s, 3 baths
profits roll in. Visualize the income from 8 bedroom
s would be
only one block from campus. Your own quareter
dinette,
in
kitchen,
built-ins
e,
fire-plac
with
large living room
this
2 bedrooms, bath, all carpeted. $45000.00 will buy you
fully furnished
lovely home plus 6 bedroom apartment house
at 14th and Hughes

FARMS' YOUR BAG?
Smiles North of Kirksey is another desirable farm, 100 acres
of excellent cropland for,$17,500.00.

WOULDN'T WANT YOU

°
el

aC
aC
aC
aC
aC

aC
aC
aC
aC
aC
aC
0C
QC
aC
aC

To mho this plesant 3 bedroom, white frame on South 6th.
aC
Street.'Cozy and comfortable describe the large living room
and dining area with corner china cabinet. Two bedrooms aC
and bath on first floor, upstairs another bath and large aC
00: aP
bedroom with extra storage. A great bargain at $14,850.
*.;

"SOMETHING ELSE" HOUSE
offices, kindergarten,
On North 6th Street. Large enough for
and look this one over.
health club or anything else. Cope by
YOU CAN START SMILING
s fully carpeted,'2
A11190 Broad Street with it's 3 bedroom
private den, ideal kitbaths, large formal living room and
0.
chen with large eating area. All for 624,750.0
A LONELY ADDRESS
ON ONE FULL ACRE
in. Three
Compare the quality of this home owner built to live
bedroom
bedrooms each opening to a full bathroom. Master
with all the
Kitchen
closets.
large
and
area
dressing
with
Den also has
extras including open beams and built-in desk.
sliding glass
open beams, fire-place, large patio opens from
beauty!
this
see
to
ment
appoint
an
for
Call
doors

ALL BRICK AND A WIDE YARD
Are some of the features of this home on Sunny Lane. Large
kitchen and living room with three bedrooms and bath. Patio
in back with private, fenced in yard.
A GREAT PLACE
TO COME HOME TO
this 4
On Johnson Street close to the new high school is
Large
bedroom extra nice home. Shag carpet throughout.
with
den
kitchen,
nt
convenie
iroom
dining
and
living room
fire-place and patio, two car garage.

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

- MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING 753-4342
ASSOCIATES ...
EDNA KNIGHT
753-4342
,753-4910
AgiiiIMIONOWNWRiiMM,

Office...
Home

PAT MOBLEY
753-4342
753-8958
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Seen fi Heard. .
(Continued from Page 1)
stimulate a national witch hunt
for Vietnam scapegoats must be
firmly resisted by American of
all political persuasions. The
Communists would like nothing
better than to promote the
vilification of our Nation's past
ind present leaders to discredit
tnd destroy the entire American
lovernment. Any such effort
teeds to be soundly repudiated by
all Americans. Just as in 1776, we
teed patriots far more than we
teed witch burners. Certainly
the people are entitled to the
truth. But I also believe those
papers comprise only part of the
total story."-Rep. ANCHER
NELSEN of Minnesota.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Teachers
Liberia - African Oasis Many
To Get Raises
Of Peace and Harmony Despite Freeze

FRIDAY-AUGUST 27, 1871

%It RRAY, KENTUCKY

Today's Stock

.

NEW ItCrITP
( I)-Prices
were narrowly higher at the
opening on the New York Stock
Exchange today. Volume was
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Many moderate.
-perhaps most-of the nation's Shortly after the opening the
2.1 million public school teach- Dow Jones industrial average
ers, especially those who work in was up 0.88 to 906.98. Of the 632
big city school systems, could issues traded, there were 240
get pay raises next month advances, 194 declines.
despite the wage freeze, under In the steels U.S. Steel eased
a new government ruling.
44
to 33% while Republic
The Cost of Living Council slipped % to 27%. Bethlehem
said the teachers involved are picked up % to 26%.
those covered by "system- Motors were mixed. General
wide"-rather than individual- Motors eased '4 to 83%)
contracts. System-wide con- Chrysler kti to 30%. Ford was
tracts are most common in 7e higher to 69%.
Chemicals moved higher, led
large school districts.
If at least one teacher by Du Pont with a gain of % to
Liberia's biggest project-now underage is the $10.5 milcovered by such a contract had 152%. Monsanto was up /
1
4 to
lion expansion of the Mt. Coffee hydroelectric facilities.
"...ALONG WITH practically
actually worked under the 481
/
4. Allied Chemical added the
every other American, I have
By JONATHAN EDWARDS
contract before the freeze same amount to 33.
Central Press Association Correspondent
been constantly frustrated with
began Aug. 15, then all other Oils tended higher, with
"Yanhere
stating
signs
are
no
CALLOWAY COUNTY 441 Mennen were winners in the Kentucky State Fair held at Louisville.
MONROVIA, Liberia-There
the operation of the US. Postal
teachers so covered will be Atlantic up a point to 73%. Miss Kathy
Stubblefield, left, woo second place and a blue ribbon on her Fall Senior Calf and was
Service...Perhaps we should heed kees Go Home!" This is one nation in black Africa where Amerieligible to receive whatever Texaco at 33 and Phillips at 32 chosen for All State
Herd to go to the Mid South Fair, Memphis, Tenn., sixth and blue ribbon for
the advice of our colleague from cans are more than welcome.
approaches
the
150th
annisalary the contract calls for each moved up /
1
4. Jersey Senior Yearling, tenth and blue ribbon for Summer Senior Calf, and fifteenth for Junior Calf in
As this western African country
Arizona (Morris Udall) who
the
freedmen
from
Negro
when they start classes this Standard slipped % to 72/
versary next year of its founding by
1
4.
Junior Dairy Show; Miss Laura Jarrett, second place in her photography demonstration; Krit
recently stated that we should United States, it is rapidly approaching a semi-industrialised
In the higher airlines, TWA Stubblefield, second place and blue ribbon for Junior Calf, sixth and blue for Summer Senior Calf,
coming term.
take the operation sand status.
moved
up
%
to
For example, a contract
30%, United % eighth and blue for Junior Yearling, in Junior Dairy Show; and Steve McCuiston, blue ribbon for
responsibility for the war inIn a report to the Department of State, Larry V. Luther, comof mercial attache of the U.S. Embassy at Monrovia, noted that of calling for higher salaries may to 384t, American % to 35 and Holstein Junior call and blue ribbon for Summer Senior Calf. Kathy also placed eighth in fall senior
Department
the
from
Vretnam
,
Eastern '4 to 20%.
calf and twelfth in senior yearling,and Knit eighth in junior yearling and twelfth in junior calf in die
Deknseand give it to the US. the 968 business establishments in the country, 887 were estab- have been negotiated for a
whole
school
system
last spring There was little movement in Open
1969.
and
1962
between
lished
not
may
They
Show. Not pictures is Sandra Stark who won five blue ribbons for exhibiting her Holstein Dairy
Postal Service.
and 1971 showed an acceleration of this movement and -but most of the teachers were the electronics. Westinghouse cattle.
stop the war,but they will sure as "1970
the implementation of varied and numerous capital ventures, each not to receive the higher wages picked up % to 94%, National
hell slow it down.-Rep. James J. adding to Liberia's rapid apCash Register the same amount
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Howard(D.-N.J.) on the floor of proach to a semi-industrialized being pressed closely by West until the fall term began.
43%. IBM fell % to 313%.
However,
some
to
may
have
Japan.
During
and
Germany
the House, June 1.
status," the American official
1969, total Liberian imports taught
/
1
4 to 16%.
in summer school Sony Corp. added '
stated.
from Europe exceeded for the classes under the new rate, and The Japan Fund gained % to
American visitors can feel at
first time those from the Unit- that would make all others /11%.
home in this small country, the
ed States.
eligible to get the higher pay ,
size of Ohio. The capital is
• • •
named after America's fifth
scale when they start to work
The funeral for Bartis Vick,
INDICATTVIR of the competipresiderft, the constitution is
in the new term.
father of Mrs. Opal Black of
based on that of the United tion from other countries, the
The council, in a 700-word
Murray, was held Thursday at
States, with the country gov- foremost government project
erned by a president, Senate currently underway, the $10.5 "clarification" of its previous Funeral services for Mrs. two p.m. at the Brummitt
after a day of heavy selling of
By ROBERT CRABBE
House of Representatives, million expansion of Mt Coffee rulings, handed down late Dovie Peck of Calvert City Route Funeral Home in McKenzie,
dollars on Japan's foreign exTOKYO
(UPI)
-Japan
anSeveral cases have been and
the American dollar is an in- hydro-electric facilities, will ap- Thursday, listed two other Two were held
Tenn.,
with
burial
in
the
Shiloh
change market today and after
nounced
tonight
it
will
today
at
permit
one
p.m.
disposed of in the Calloway tegral part of the nation's parently be financed with Ger- provisions whereby teachers
the yen to start floating to its
County Court of Judge Robert 0. monetary system-and English is man funds. However, American could get pay raises this fall: at the chapel of the Filbeck and Cemtery.
Cann Funeral Home, Benton, Vicki,. age 85, died Tuesday at own level Saturday-an effecinvestments, totaling nearly
Miller during the past three the official language.
• • •
$500 million, still greatly exceed -If a teacher covered by an with Rev. John Hardie of- three!p.m. at the Henry County tive revaluation upward that is anininistry
Th
emeergeoUniFici
weeks. Names placed on the
tearndisee. ting
Staotfefsinan
"
hlis
Individual contract has perGeneral Hospital, Paris, Tenn. the first major world victory brought pressure against Japan
MUCH of the credit for Li- those of other foreign investors.
ficiating.
permanent court record were as
Liberia is hopeful of an oil formed work under that consince
it
growth
beria's
steady
His
wife,
the
former
Nelle for President Nixon'S drastic to revalue the yen upward by
Burial will be in the Peck
follows:
was founded in 1822 with the strike soon that will furthcr tract before the freeze started, Cemetery.
Newbill, died in June of 1967. He economic reform program.
as much as 25 per cent but
Donald Dick, Murray Route aid
of American colonization so- spur tts industrialization. In- he too could get the higher
The Bank of Japan had Japan refused. When Nixon
One, reckless driving„ fined cieties is due to the late William tensive exploration is underway scale called for in his contract. Mrs. Peck, age 74, died Wed- was a member of the Church of
bought up billions of dollars to released the dollar from the
$10.00 costs $18.50; State Police. V. Tubman, president from 1943 off Liberia's shores by three -Also allowed are those nesday at 12:15 p.m. at the Christ at McKenzie.
He is survived by two try to maintain the parity of gold standard to let it find its
Hilltop Rest Home in Kuttawa.
Clara Mae Currin, Mayfield, until his death in July. Tubman, American petroleum companies.
deachers
--t
"eligible
to
have
cold checking, fined $10.00 costs always had pursued an "open Chevron, Union Carbide an earned a salary at the new rate She was a member of the New daughters, Mrs. Opal Black of 360 yen to the dollar in an own levels in world markets the
door" policy toward foreign Frontier.
Hope Missionary Baptist Church. Murray and Mrs. Juanita Hub- effort to prevent Japanese pressure became too much for
$18.50.
before Aug. 15." To be eligible,
• • •
Survivors are her husband, bard of Paris, Tenn.; four sons, export prices from rising and to Japan.
Bill Jones, Murray, public investment.
BEFORE long, Liberia may It added, the employe "must Noah Peck;
A stable government and vadaughter, Mrs. Nathan Vick of Paris, Tenn., prevent American imports from
drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs rious
The Japanese yen, the Dutch
have
lured
forhave
incentives
also be beckoning to more tourin fact accrued earnings"
James
L.
Carter
of Marion, Lnd.; Warren Vick of Santa &wane, selling at a lower rate on the guilder, the Swiss franc and the
$18.50; Jailer.
include
eign capital. The latter
ists. A Scandinavian consortium under the new contract "alJames Dunn, Hopkinsville, a basically free economy, an has announced an investment of though he or she may not have son, Wayne Peck of Calvert City Calif., Ernest Vick of Kansas Japanese market.
West German mark are among
Route Two; three sisters, Mrs. City, Mo.,and Bill Vick of Bristol, Announcement of Japan's the strongest currencies in the
speeding, fined $10.00 costs unrestricted monetary system, a $2 million, with possible expan- actually
performed
any
work
free port (Monrovia), low tar- sion later to $20 million. Initial
Joe Rayburn of Murray, Mrs. Tenn.; seventeen grandchildren; reluctant action came from world, reflecting great prosperi$18.50; State Police.
during that period."
Finance Minister Mikio Mizuta ty at home-often at expense of
Ellis Wiley of Murray Route One, twelve great grandchildren.
L. C. Martin, Murray, public iffs and a liberal use of free plans are to construct a com- The latter was designed
to
and Mrs. Kate Ford of Benton
drunkenness, three days in jail. duty privileges for concession- plete tourist center. including a cover teachers who
the United States.
10
work
ary investments.
,
120-bed hotel, 50 bungalows, a
Route Seven; one brother,
Jerry Ross. Benton, speeding,
Since Nixon freed the dollar
-The accumulated effect of 150-table restaurant and a su- months but who are paid in 12
Bill Cooney of Calvert City
fined $10.00 costs $18.50; State these incentives," said Luther, permarket.
the German mark has apprecimonthly checks.
(Ceatinned
trent
Page
1)
Route Two; five grandchildren;
Police.
ated as much as 7.6 per cent in
On a continent beset with in"has attracted increasing numbers of foreign entrepreneurs stability, little Liberia presents
eleven great grandchildren.
principal of the new Murray relation to the dollar and the
Robert Marvin,604 Ellis Drive, who seek the substantial return a picture of peace and harmony.
FEDERAL STATE MARKET Middle School for grades five other currencies have gone up
Murray, speeding, costs of $18.50 on investment capital it offers On a continent where illiteracy
This
NEWS SERVICE Friday, August through eight, reported an from 2 to 3 per cent
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; to those willing to accept in- and ignorance are rampant, Lienrollment of 676. The Middle means lower prices for U.S.
27
ternational risks."
beria boasts almost 4,000
State Police.
KENTUCKY PURCHASE AREA School sessions are bing held in goods in Europe.
• • •
schools, a university and two Persons were charged, entered
Eugene Smith, 1506 Henry,
The Bank of Japan purchased
HOG MARKET REPORT IN- the afternoon until the upper
WHILE the United States colleges for its 1.200.000 people.
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 has maintained its traditional The American who helped found pleas of guilty, and fined in the
CLUDES 10 BUYING STATIONS grades can move to their new $1.1 billion today, prompting
costs $18.50; State Police.
position as Liberia's most im- the nation a century and a half City Court of City Judge William
rumors the government was
RECEIPTS: AC1'868 EST.2000 building.
tionald Overbey on Friday,
Kenneth Thomas, 524 Broad portant trading partner, she is ago would be proud.
BARROWS AND Gn:rs fully Special construction work was considering some action. This
August 20, and on Monday,
Street, Murray, speeding, fined
completed on the old high school purchase brought to about $12.6
steady SOWS steady
August 23. Names placed on the
$10.00 costs $18.50; State Police.
US1-3 200-240 LBS., 17.75-18.25 building at 8th and Main Streets billion the total amount of
Oral Eldridge, Jr., Almo Route
permanent court records were as
US2-4 190-240 LBS., 17.50-17.75 for the Middle School. Teachers foreign currency and gold
One, no operator's license and
follows Nellie Rubine Lassiter
for these grades attended special reserves. The big sale today
From The
US2-4 240-260 LBS., 17-17.50
driving while intoincatea, tined
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
classes during the past year of came when city banks authorUS3-4 260-280 LBS., 16.50-17
000.00 costs $10.00. Eleanor Lee
$18.50; State Police.
school planning for the Middle ized to handle dollars were
SOWS
Wesley Pendergrass, age 94,
Bobby Oakley, Murray Route
School.
permitted to pay back dollars
US1-2 270-350 LBS., 15-15.25
died Thursday at 11:23 a.m. at Hudspeth, petty larceny, fined
Six, speeding, fined $10.00 coSts By United Press lidernat"
Enrollment for grades five they had borrowed earlier from
US1-3 300-650 LBS.,14-15
'the Murray-Calloway County 109,00 costs $10.00, thirty days in
WASHINGTON -Sen. Hubert
Wallace John Swan,
$18.50; State Police.
through eight in the Murray City the Bank of Japan.
US2-3 450-650 LBS., 13-14
Hospital. He had been a patient ail.
sug- the
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Jerry Don Tucker, Almo Route H. Humphrey, D-Minn., sug-at
Schools last year was 658 as of
Pre.sidenj Nixon's imposition
nvelescent
Division
of
HEIL HAVE TO JUMP
$10.00. Freddy Lee Johnson,
One., speeding, fined $10.00 costs gesting congressional Demo the local Hospital since 1966.
September 19, 1970. Bus service of a 10 per cent surtax on
crats rewrite President Nixon'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)- for the Middle School started on certain foreign imports such as
driving while intoxicated,
$18.50; State Police.
The deceased resided in the
Postmaster Bremer Ehrler was Thursday.
Jorge Soria, Milan, Tenn., freeze program to be as fair Coldwater community before amended to reckless driving,
automobiles
has
already
Thursday to accept a
fishing without a license, Fined the working man as
Elementary Schools
brought anger; consternation
Convalescent fined $100.00 costs $10.00. Eugene VILLA WANTED-Sung En- hesitant
being
at
the
Dale Smith, disorderly conduct,
door prize awarded by the The enrollment for grades one and resentment among world
$15.00 costs $18.50; Department business:
Division. He was born July 31,
fan, temporary chief of Red
"No sector of our
I
I I
fined $50.00 costs $10.00. Danny China's mission to Austria, Louisville Rotary Club-non- through four in the Murray City nations dependent on exports to
of Fish and Wildlife.
the
son
of
the
late
1877,
and
was
refundable parachute lessons, Schools is slightly lower than the the
Greg Miller, Mayfield Route and no part of our I
United
States. Many
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